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Privacy policies are official documents that inform users about how their data are
collected and used by the service providers. However, such documents are often
verbose and full of legal jargons, making it difficult for ordinary users to read and
understand them. Our research objective is to develop effective solutions to the
extraction of keywords that can help the coverage and relevancy analysis of privacy
policies with regards to the related data practices. To this end, we extended two topic
models: LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) and POSLDA (Part-of-Speech LDA) with prior
information about different data practices and Part-of-Speech classes and compare
their performance for the keyword extraction of privacy policies. We used the OPP-115
dataset for the optimization of the topic models and the evaluation of keyword
extraction. Our results show that both LDA and POSLDA are capable of extracting
quality keywords from privacy policies on various topics, and POSLDA can not only
distinguish the POS classes of keywords for different topics, but also improve the
accuracy of keyword extraction by removing the stop words customized from the same
modelling process.
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1 Introduction
Privacy policies are legal documents provided by companies and organizations to
inform users about how their personal data are collected and used in their services on
the related websites, mobile apps, and other platforms. However, such documents are
often lengthy and full of jargons, making it difficult for the average users to understand
their contents fully and accurately. Privacy policies collect user information by promising
better Internet or app services. Unfortunately, such information is often shared or even
sold to third parties in order to analyze and track user behavior on multiple websites or
apps. Because users are usually unaware that this information has been collected and
shared, and they often agree to collect data without knowing it, their personal
information and privacy are not properly protected in practice.

1.1 Problem
Privacy policy analysis has been a serious problem. Some methods have been
proposed to make privacy policies more transparent and understandable from the
perspective of users, including the Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P), ontology
construction, and machine learning methods. An important task for privacy policy
analysis is the coverage analysis where we examine the content of privacy policies to
see how different data practices are covered. For this reason, we need to extract all the
meaningful keywords in these documents and sort them into different data practice
categories. Clearly, manually collecting these keywords for the coverage analysis is
not feasible since it will be very labor-intensive and time-consuming. As a result, we
1

need automated approaches to extract keywords so that we can do the coverage
analysis for privacy policies both adequately and timely.

1.2 Motivation
When using internet services, we normally need to share our personal information to
some extent in order to gain reasonable access to the services. For instance, when we
use Yelp, we need to share our current location so that the app can recommend
restaurants nearby at this location. Also, if we log into our Amazon accounts, some
items or products will be recommended based on our previous purchase transactions.
To protect the users for their privacy information, all the companies are required to
provide formal privacy documents that state explicitly how the user personal data are
collected and used in their websites or products and services. As noted by Hung and
Wong (2009), "Information privacy is defined as the rights of the users to determine
when, how, and to what extent their information is shared with others [1].” Privacy
documents are originally used to inform users about how their information is used and
shared, thus enabling them to make informed decisions [2]. As legal documents,
however, privacy policies are both verbose and hard to read for normal users. Recent
research also shows that policy documents are lack of transparency since the
information is often incomplete and vague [3,4]. A transparent privacy policy should
inform the users on not only what data will be collected, but also how the data will be
used so that the users can decide whether they want to receive the services or not [5].
In addition, it is important that the information be presented in an understandable way to
the users who may not have adequate legal and technical knowledge [6]. On the one
2

hand, the users have concerns about their personal information and want to know what
options they can select, but on the other hand, they are not willing to spend too much
time to read the lengthy and verbose privacy documents. Thus, there is a need to help
users understand privacy policies in order to protect their personal data as much as
possible.
Due to the prohibitive cost for human annotation, it becomes highly desirable to
automatically extract relevant information and provide succinct summaries for privacy
policies using machine learning and natural language processing techniques.[7]
Although supervised learning methods help achieve good performance for automatic
keyword extraction, they often require large amounts of annotated data to train the
related systems. Therefore, it will be useful to explore unsupervised or semi-supervised
approaches for the keyword extraction from privacy polices so that we can reduce the
high cost of human annotation. In this thesis, topic modelling approaches are explored
and compared for the keyword extraction and the coverage analysis of privacy policies
since they are essentially unsupervised approaches and can be further extended with
prior information in the form of seed words and dictionaries for different data practice
categories.

1.3 Thesis Statement
By applying probabilistic models to the keyword extraction of privacy policy analysis,
especially the ones with enhanced modelling powers, we can examine if the
performance for the keyword extraction can be further improved. In this thesis, we
3

compare the basic LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) with its extension called POSLDA
(Part-of-Speech LDA) using the OPP-115 dataset for the keyword extraction of privacy
policy analysis.

1.4 Contributions
In this thesis, we conducted the comparative study of applying probabilistic models to
the keyword extraction of privacy policy analysis. More specifically, we made the
following major contributions in this thesis:
We established the baseline with the Guided LDA that uses a small number of seed
words as prior information for the keyword extraction.
We applied the Guided POSLDA for the keyword extraction and compared its
performance against the Guided LDA. The Guided LDA has stronger modelling
power in that it captures both topics and parts-of-speech (POS) of keywords with a
small number of seed words and a POS tagging dictionary constructed from a
separate labeled dataset.
We compared the impacts of stop words removal considering the cases without stop
words removal, removal with manually collected stop words, and removal with the
customized stop words.

1.5 Overview
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:

4

Chapter 2 provides a literature review of the related work. In particular, we discuss
different approaches for privacy policy analysis, including the early attempts, machine
learning methods, and topic modelling approaches such as LDA and POSLDA.
Chapter 3 explains our applications of topic modelling approaches for privacy policy
analysis. We start with data preprocessing, followed by the detailed explanation of LDA
and POSLDA, as well as their improvements by incorporating prior information about
the seed keywords for different data practice categories.
Chapter 4 describes experiments for keywords extraction in privacy policies using LDA
and POSLDA, along with their Improved versions. The results are further analyzed so
that we can compare the performance between these topic models.
Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis along with a discussion on future directions.
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2 Related Work
2.1 Privacy Policy Analysis
Since the lengthy privacy policies are hard to read due to many legal terminologies,
automatic analysis is needed to assist the users in understanding them.
The well-known Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P), which was launched by World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C), provides a way to protect users for their personal
information. Users are first asked to answer some multiple-choice questions related to
different points of privacy policies so that the browsers can automatically check the
privacy policies to the user’s preferences based on their answers to the multiple-choice
questions. Unfortunately, very few websites are compatible with P3P, since there lacks
a validation system for privacy regulators to decide if their privacy policies are complete
and consistent with P3P [8], [9].
To help users understand privacy policies, crowdsourcing was proposed through Terms
of Service (ToS) and Didn’t Read (DR) [10]. However, the success of this approach
depends on the large-scale participation, which can lead to delays in their completions.
As a result, machine learning methods have been applied to automatically identify
issues from the given policies [11,12]. Such methods worked well for pre-defined
categories of privacy flaws, but they still require reliable and updated data crowdsourced for training and testing the related classifiers [11].
Another approach to increase the transparency of privacy policies is to build ontologies
that capture domain specific taxonomy and related context so that we can gain some
insights through inferences on a given document [13]. Ontologies have been widely
6

used in such domains as healthcare, animal science, and plant biology [14], but not
much is done for the privacy policy domain. The taxonomy in an Ontology is made of
key words and key phrases for the targeted domain. In the manual approach, domain
experts are responsible to identify the main concepts for the taxonomy and build the full
ontology for a domain. To avoid such labor-intensive and time-consuming tasks, NLP
techniques have been applied to extract keywords for the related documents [15,16]. In
[13], an automated approach for extracting keywords and key-phrases from online
privacy policies was proposed. Some popular NLP techniques used for such
applications include TF x IDF, RAKE, Text Rank, and Alchemy API.
In [17], the author created a taxonomy based on privacy goals for protection and
vulnerability, which provided a useful framework for requirements engineering
practitioners, policy makers, regulatory bodies, as well as website users.
As noted by Bhatia, et al. (2016), “A theory of vagueness for privacy policy is presented
based on a taxonomy of vague terms derived from an empirical content analysis of 15
privacy policies. The taxonomy was evaluated in a paired comparison experiment and
the results were analyzed using the Bradley-Terry model to yield a rank order of vague
terms in both isolation and composition. The theory predicted how vague modifiers to
information actions and information types can be composed to increase or decrease
overall vagueness.” [18]
Since an author is free to use any words in privacy policies when describing data
practices, this often leads to difficulties in understanding. In [19], the author described
an empirical method that manually constructs the information types of an ontology from
privacy policies. The method consists of seven heuristics, explaining how to infer
7

hypernym, meronym, and synonym relationships from the phrases of the related
information types, which were discovered based on a labelled dataset of five privacy
policies.

2.2 Machine Learning Methods for Privacy Policy Analysis
As stated earlier, it is desirable to automatically analyze privacy policies using machine
learning methods instead of human annotation. In [20], the author built two
vocabularies for the OPP-115 corpus: one from the supervised method and the other
from the unsupervised method. In the supervised method, each policy was represented
with a vector of TFxIDF weights, and a binary classifier was used to categorize the
segments of privacy policies to different categories. After that, Logistic Regression with
an L1-regularizer was used to analyze the words in each category. In the unsupervised
method, both NMF (Nonnegative Matrix Factorization) and LDA were used to extract
topics and vocabularies. The author used different mappings to analyze the
relationships between the two vocabularies. The result showed that it was feasible to
use unsupervised methods to categorize the segments of privacy policies into different
categories.
Another work was trying to automatically extract opt-out choices from privacy policies
since opt-out choices are more useful and meaningful to users [21]. Using the OPP-155
dataset, both phrase inclusion model and machine learning models were built. In the
phrase inclusion model, a small number of keywords were manually selected, and if
these keywords appear in a sentence, additional keywords can be detected from the
sentence. In the machine learning models, Logistic Regression, Linear Support Vector
8

Machines, Random Forest, Naive Bayes and K-Nearest Neighbors were used. Different
feature sets combined with different models were tested and compared. The
experiments showed that using verb modality and the vocabulary specific to opt-out
instances, combined with phrase inclusion models and machine learning models helps
get better results. A web browser extension is designed to present available opt-out
choices to users when they search the web [33].
Researchers continue developing automate tool to help users understanding privacy
policies and saving time in reading privacy policies. In [34], convolutional neural
networks (CNNs), logistic regression (LR), and support vector machines (SVMs) are
used to classify privacy policies. Users can choose the interested category, and the tool
will extract the related sentences and segments. Users are able to save time in reading
privacy policies by using this tool. The PrivacyGuide, a privacy policy summarization
tool using machine learning and natural language processing techniques in [35] also
save users’ time in reading. A corpus of human annotation of vague words and
sentences was built in [36]. Researchers used deep neural networks to predict potential
vague words and sentence, and the results were promising. In [37], an interactive
visualization tool (LSTMVis) is used in finding vague terms based on semantic and
syntactic relations.

2.3 Topic Modelling Approaches
As stated in the related Wikipedia page, “a topic model is a type of statistical model for
discovering the abstract “topics” that occur in a collection of documents”. The modeling
process is typically unsupervised based on the Gibbs sampling method.
9

2.3.1 Gibbs Sampling
Monte Carlo Methods
Monte Carlo methods are a wide class of computational algorithms that use
repeated random sampling to estimate probability distributions. They are particularly
useful for problems that are not feasible or impossible to solve with deterministic
algorithms. In statistical simulation, we are concerned with the generation of random
samples for a given probability distribution P(x) in a computer. For the uniform
distribution, Uniform[0, 1], such samples are relatively easy to generate. With a pseudo
random number generator, we can get a sequence of pseudo random numbers
between [0, 1] by a deterministic algorithm. Such sequences are very close to the
theoretical results of the uniform distribution and thus can be used as real random
numbers.
Based on the random samples for Uniform[0, 1], we can generate random samples for
many common probability distributions, whether they are continuous or discrete. For
example, the random samples for a normal distribution can be obtained by the famous
Box-Muller transformation. For example, if random variables U1 and U2 are independent
and uniformly distributed,
𝑍0 = √−2𝑙𝑛𝑈1 cos(2𝜋𝑈2 )
𝑍1 = √−2𝑙𝑛𝑈1 sin(2𝜋𝑈2 )
then Z0 and Z1 are also independent and follow the standard normal distribution.
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Random samples for other well-known continuous distributions, such as exponential
distribution, Gamma distribution, t distribution, F distribution, Beta distribution, and
Dirichlet distribution, can be obtained by similar mathematical transformations. Samples
for discrete distributions are even easier to generate through those for the uniform
distributions.
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
To draw Monte Carlo samples conveniently, especially for high dimensional space, it is
helpful to use a Markov chain mechanism that selects more samples in the most
probable regions in the state space. In a Markov chain, the current state xn only
depends on the previous state xn-1 and a fixed transition matrix. A nice property for the
Markov chain is that from any starting point, the chain will converge to a stable
distribution p(x) as long as the transition matrix is irreducible and aperiodic, meaning
that the corresponding transition graph is connected, and the chain will not fall into
cycles.
One popular MCMC method is the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, which is originally
proposed by Metropolis in 1953 [22] and later extended by Hastings in 1970 [23] so that
convergence process can be made faster. Given the transition matrix Q(y|x), we want
to generate MCMC samples for the probability distribution P(x). To determine if a new
sample j should be accepted or not for the current state i, we define the acceptance rate
𝑝(𝑗)𝑞(𝑖,𝑗)

as 𝛼(𝑖, 𝑗) = min{ 𝑝(𝑖)𝑞(𝑖,𝑗) , 1}.

Metropolis-Hastings Sampling Algorithm
1: Initialize the state of Markov chain as 𝑋0 = 𝑥0
11

2: Repeat the sampling process for 𝑡 = 0, 1, 2, …
Given the current state at time 𝑡 as 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑥𝑡 , sample 𝑦~𝑞(𝑦|𝑥𝑡 )
Sample 𝑢~𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚[0,1]
𝑝(𝑦)𝑞(𝑥 |𝑦 )
If 𝑢 < 𝑎(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦) = min{𝑝(𝑥 )𝑝(𝑦𝑡|𝑥 ) , 1} , then set 𝑋𝑡+1 = 𝑦 ; otherwise, set
𝑡

𝑡

𝑋𝑡+1 = 𝑥𝑡
Gibbs Sampling Algorithms
For high dimensional spaces, the efficiency of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is not
high due to its acceptance rate. Can we find a transition matrix Q that makes the
acceptance rate equal to 1? One solution is proposed by Stuart Geman and Donald
Geman in 1984 [24], which is called the Gibbs Sampling algorithm.
Gibbs Sampling Algorithm
(0)

1: Randomly initialize {𝑥𝑖

∶ 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛}

2: For 𝑡 = 1, 2, … , repeat the following steps until converged:
(𝑡+1)

~𝑝(𝑥1 |𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , … , 𝑥𝑛 )

(𝑡+1)

~𝑝(𝑥2 |𝑥1

𝑥1
𝑥2

(𝑡)

(𝑡)

(𝑡)

(𝑡+1)

, 𝑥3 , … , 𝑥𝑛 )

(𝑡)

(𝑡)

…
(𝑡+1)

𝑥𝑛

(𝑡+1)

~𝑝(𝑥𝑛 |𝑥1

(𝑡+1)

, 𝑥2

(𝑡+1)

, … , 𝑥𝑛−1 )

The algorithm starts with a random initialization for a sequence of random variables x i
for i = 1, …, n. During the iterative step, these variables are re-sampled by rotating
through all the dimensions. Of course, the samples are not independent, and the
dimension rotations do not have to be sequential. In fact, we can randomly select a
dimension and update its corresponding sample in the iterative step, and the final
12

process can still be converged. After the convergence of the Markov chain, the final
samples should mimic the target distribution 𝑃(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , ⋯ , 𝑥𝑛 ), and the phase before
the convergence is called the burn-in period. Thus, a proper way to terminate the topic
modelling process is when the burn-in period is completed.

2.3.2 LDA
The LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) method was originally proposed in 2003 by David
M. Blei, et al [25]. After that, it has been extended in various ways and also applied to
many applications [30]26. In the proceedings for the SIGKDD International Conference
in 2012, LDA was mentioned to be applied to such fields as personalized
recommendations, social networks, and advertising prediction. LDA is a generalization
of PLSA (Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis) by Hofmann in 1999 [27] in that the
number of parameters in the model does not grow linearly with the size of the corpus
and there is a systematic way of assigning probability to an unseen document. LDA is
an admixture model where a document is a probabilistic distribution of topics, each of
which is a probabilistic distribution of words in the vocabulary. LDA is also based on the
“bag-of-words” assumption where the order of words in a document is neglected, a
characteristic called exchangeability in the probability theory.

LDA vs. PLSA
PLSA does not provide a probability model at the document level in that each document
is represented with a set of topics, but there is no generation probability model for these
members. This will lead to two problems as stated in Blei’s paper (2003) [25]:
13

1) The number of parameters in the model grows linearly with the size of the corpus,
which leads to serious problems of overfitting.
2) It is not clear how to assign probability to a document outside the training set.
PLSA uses polynomials to fit data points based on the least square method, but when
the number of polynomials is too high, and there will be a serious overfitting problem. In
addition, it does not provide a way to predict the new data points outside of the training
dataset.
LDA inherits the idea of using the generation model as in PLSA but does it in a
generally way to avoid the two problems mentioned above. As a result, it provides a
useful mechanism for dimension reduction by mapping a large vocabulary of words to a
reduced number of topics. Such mappings also address the problem of polysemy and
synonymy since different words with similar meanings can be mapped to the same topic
and the same word with different meanings can be mapped to different topics.
LDA uses the Dirichlet distribution to generate multinomial distributions for the topic
proportions of documents and the word distributions of different topics. Consequently,
we only need to handle two parameters: the number of topics for a domain and the
number of words in the vocabulary. In addition, the Dirichlet distribution can be seen
as a distribution of distributions, since any sample from it is a multinomial distribution.
As a result, it is both easy and intuitive to generate a new document after the model is
fully trained.
In fact, the Dirichlet distribution is the conjugate prior of the multinomial distribution in
that if the prior is the Dirichlet distribution and the likelihood is the multinomial
distribution, then the posterior is still the Dirichlet distribution. What is the advantage of
14

a conjugate prior? It helps us simplify the inference problem by Gibbs sampling, which
requires the condition of conjugation.

2.3.3 POSLDA
After the modelling process using inference methods such as Gibbs sampling, LDA can
identify both topic proportions in documents and the word distributions in each topic for
a collection of documents. Such results are useful to map words of tens of thousands in
natural language texts to under several thousands of topics so that we can use the
reduced representation of topics and their distributions to enhance the connections
between the words. However, topics only capture the long-range relationships of words
at the thematic level, but not the short-range relationships of words in the local context
such as the Parts-Of-Speech (POS).
As noted by Darling (2012), “In part-of-speech (POS) tagging, for example, it is normal
to ignore the semantic information of the words and consider only their syntactic
purpose Conversely, in text summarization, the syntactic axis of information is typically
ignored in place of the words' semantic information.6 Humans use both sources of
information when reasoning about the meaning of words (otherwise why have both?). It
seems logical, therefore, that computers could likely do better if both sources of
information could be combined and considered together.”
As a result, it will be desirable to extend LDA so that both the long-range and shortrange relationships of words can be captured in the same modelling process. One such
model, called POSLDA, is proposed by Darling in 2012 [26], which assigns both a topic
label and a POS tag to a word in the modelling process. The modelling results are
15

made more specific and stronger in that for each topic, words are further separated into
different POS classes such as “nouns for sports”, “verbs for sports”, “adjectives for
sports”, and “adverbs for sports”. In particular, the interactions between the topics and
POS classes can be captured so that the examples mentioned above can be handled
properly.
Like LDA, the input to POSLDA is also a set of documents, each of which is a sequence
of words. For identifying the hidden topics, we only focus on the occurrences of words
and do not care about their orders. In other words, the documents are treated as bags
of words. Unlike LDA, however, POSLDA views the input as n-grams so that we can
use the local context to identify the POS classes for a sequence of words. Essentially,
POSLDA can be seen as a combination of LDA and Hidden Markov Model (HMM), and
as a result, it can not only take the semantic information into account, inheriting the
advantages and convenience of LDA, but also capture the syntactic information of
HMM, making the modelling results stronger and more accurate.

16

3 Applying Topic Modelling to Privacy Policy Analysis
Topic modelling recovers the word distributions for a set of hidden topics and assigns all
the words in a document collection to the corresponding topics. As a result, we need to
find a suitable collection of privacy policies and preprocess them so that they can be
used for the topic modelling process.

3.1 Data Processing
3.1.1 OPP-115 Dataset
OPP-115 is an annotated dataset made of 115 privacy polices created for the Usable
Privacy Policy Project [28]. The corpus is obtained carefully through the following two
steps:
(1) Select the websites based on relevance: By monitoring google trends, they get
the top 5 search requests for each trend, and then for each request, they get the
top 5 websites in the top searched pages. This results in a rich and diverse sample
set of 1,799 websites.
(2) Sample the websites based on sectors: Based on the website domain
classification on dmoz.org, the websites collected are classified into 15 different
categories, such as art, shopping, business, and news with the restriction that the
location is limited to "the United States". One advantage of this restriction is that
all privacy policies are subject to the same laws and regulations. After that, the
websites in each domain category are ordered by the numbers of times they
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appear in the search results, which are then divided into four equal parts. For
each part of the 15 domain categories, they randomly select two websites, leading
to a total of 8 websites per domain category. For each selected website, they
manually confirm whether the related privacy policy is written in English, and if not,
the website is discarded. In the end, they got a total of 115 privacy policies across
15 different domain categories or sectors.

Due to its rigorous and systematic process for data acquisition, OPP-115 dataset takes
into account both large and small companies and covers websites across all 15 sectors
for different domain. As a result, it should provide a good and representative sample for
all privacy policies for most of the companies in the United States.

To help analyze privacy policies, the creators for the OPP-115 dataset developed a
classification scheme for different data practices for privacy policies. Listed in Table 3.1
are the 12 data practice categories along with their intended meanings [29]:
Table 3.1: Data Practice Categories and their Meanings
Data Practice Categories

Intended Meanings

First Party Collection/Use

How and why a service provider collects user information

Third Party

How user information may be shared with or collected by

Sharing/Collection

third parties

User Choice/Control

Choices and control options available to users

User Access, Edit and

If and how users may access, edit, or delete their

Deletion

information

Data Retention

How long user information is stored
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Data Security

How user information is protected

Policy Change

If and how users will be informed about changes to the
privacy policy

Do Not Track

If and how Do Not Track signals for online tracking and
advertising are honored

International and Specific

Practices that pertain only to a specific group of users

Audiences
Other: Introductory/Generic

Introduces a policy or makes generic statements

Other: Practice not covered

Describes a data practice which is not covered by all the
data practice
categories

Other: Privacy contact

How to contact the company

information

Using the paragraphs in the privacy policies as segments, each of them is annotated
with one of the 12 data practice categories listed above. Shown in Figure 3.1 is an
example privacy policy in OPP-115 where the symbol "|||" is used to separate different
paragraphs.
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Figure 3.1: Example Privacy Policy in OPP-115
As can be seen in Figure 3.1, each paragraph may describe a different theme, and by
annotating it with a specific data practice category, we can get more accurate
annotation results for the dataset.
The annotation process is conducted as follows. They hired three students with law
majors, and each segment is labelled by all of them independently. All the annotation
results are recorded in a spreadsheet, as shown in Figure 3.2, where column C records
the professional number of the corresponding annotator; E records the segment number
of the related privacy policy; F records the matching data practice category; and G
records the detailed description of the annotation content.
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Figure 3.2: Annotated Segments with Data Practice Categories
Since some data practice categories are more popular than others, it will be helpful to
get the distributions of all these categories in the dataset. Note that it is possible that
some segments may be labeled differently by different annotators, and in such cases, a
majority vote will be used to determine the results. If two annotators mark a segment
with the same data practice category, that category will be the chosen result. If there are
ties, however, all the related categories will be accepted as the results for the given
segment, and for data analysis, they will be treated as separate occurrences of the
related segments. As a result, the input for data analysis may contain more numbers of
segments than the real number of segments in the dataset. For example, there are a
total of 3,792 segments in OPP-115 [27], but in Table 3.2 below where we show the
distributions of segments across different data practice categories, we actually have a
total of 4,123 segments from the input. Such a difference is due to the fact that some
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segments may be labeled with multiple data practice categories and they are treated as
separate entries in the input.
After shown in Table 3.2, different data practice categories are not evenly distributed.
Some categories such as “First Party Collection/Use” and “Third Party
Sharing/Collection” are more popular, while some such as “Do Not Track” and “Data
Retention” are less popular. In terms of word types, it ranges from 424 to 3,685 among
the data practice categories, and it is more or less true that the more segments they
have, the more word types are used for different data practice categories.
Table 3.2: Distribution of Data Practice Categories in OPP-115
Data Practice Categories

Segment Numbers

Word Type Numbers

First Party Collection/Use

1,209

3,685

Third Party Sharing/Collection

945

3,502

User Choice/Control

358

2,141

User Access, Edit and Deletion

149

1,412

Data Retention

78

1,096

Data Security

210

1,765

Policy Change

119

899

Do Not Track

31

424

International and Specific Audiences

301

1,945

Introductory/Generic

391

2,225

Practice not covered

129

1,468

Privacy contact information

203

1,801

3.1.2 Data Processing Steps
For natural language data, the given texts often need to be processed before and after
the related applications. For the OPP-115 dataset, we perform the following steps for
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data processing: tokenization, case normalization, number and punctuation removal,
and stop words removal.

Tokenization
Before analyzing the content of a text, we need to break it into a sequence of tokens
and also sort them into different categories such as words, numbers, and
punctuations. Although it can be helpful to capture higher level structures such as
paragraphs and sentences, tokenizing text into words is always required since the
words are the minimal units of text that have meanings. Based on individual words,
we can form n-grams such as word pairs and word triples if longer sequences are
desired for the text representation. In addition, by sorting tokens into different
categories, we can further remove those that are not useful for text classification such
as numbers and punctuations.

Case Normalization
To reduce the number of word types, it is helpful to do case normalization so that
words like “CAR”, “Car” and “car” are all treated as the same word type. This is done
by converting them into either lowercases or uppercases so that they all look the
same in the representation. Doing so not only makes word matching easier but also
increases the connectedness among these words, thus reducing the number of word
types in the vocabulary.

Numbers and Punctuations Removal
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For text classification and keyword extraction, we rely more on content words, and as
a result, numbers and punctuations are not so useful and thus can be removed. This
helps us further reduce the number of tokens in the text representation as well.

Stop Words Removal
Stop words are frequently used in texts but often do not have much meaning
compared to the content words such as nouns, verbs, adjective, and adverbs. They
are also called functional words that correspond to the other parts of speech such
as determiners (e.g., “the”, “a”, “an”, “some” and “any”), connectives (e.g., “and”,
“or”, and “but”), and prepositions (e.g., “of”, “in”, and “at”). Although they
themselves do not have much meaning, they are frequently used to link content
words to form bigger phrases and sentences (e.g., “the bibliography of history” and
“table of contents”), and thus called functional words. For many classification tasks,
stop words are more like noise and thus need to be removed since they appear in
also every document and do not help separate them into different categories.
Accordingly, some single letters and words that are common to the dataset may
also be treated as stop words. In English, stop words are typically manually built, in
the range of several hundreds, depending on how aggressive we want to remove
them in the dataset. For our experiments, the list of stop words used is included in
the appendices of this thesis.

3.1.3 Seed Word Selection for Data Practices
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Topic modelling approaches such as LDA and POSLDA are essentially unsupervised
methods in that they iteratively adjust the assignments of hidden topics to the words in
the given document collection until the related distributions are stabilized. By
measuring the perplexities of the resulting models, we can optimize the modelling
process as much as possible. As observed by Chang, et al. (2009), however, such
optimized models are often not interpretable to humans. To help control the modelling
process, it will be helpful to pre-select a small number of weed words for each topic and
use them to shape up the priors for the corresponding word distributions for the related
topics. One major benefit of this control is that we now know which hidden topic is
related to which set of seed words, making the modelling results more interpretable to
humans.
To select the seed words to control the modeling process of topic models, we gather all
words labeled for each data practice in the training subset of the OPP-115 dataset.
Then, we select the top-ranked words by accumulating the probability mass up to 20%
for each of the data practice categories, respectively. This results in a modest number
of keywords from the training set that can be used as a hint for the prior information.
The other reason for using the seed words is that with probabilistic modelling
approaches, the topics are all represented as multinomial distributions over the same
vocabulary. As a result, we need to use a cut off threshold to get the most
representative words for each related topic.
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3.1.4 Part-of-Speech Classes and the Tagging Dictionary
With the added power of POSLDA, we can assign both a topic label and a POS class to
a word in the given document collection. For example, a word can be about “sports”
and it is used as a “noun”. Similarly, the modelling results may not be fully interpretable
to humans since POSLDA is also an unsupervised method. For topics, we can use
seed words to control the modelling process, but for POS classes, this is not feasible
since a word may belong to multiple POS classes. For example, “google” is mostly
used a noun for a specific search engine or the related company, but it can also be
used as a verb as in “I just google it on the Web.”

To also control the modelling process for the POS classes, we follow the method used
in Darling (2012) by building a tagging dictionary where the distribution of the related
POS classes for a known word is gathered from a labeled dataset with the POS
classes. More specifically, we use the WSJ dataset in the ACL/DCI collection to build
our tagging dictionary, but we simplify the classification scheme by reducing the 36
classes in the Penn Treebank POS tag set into 16 classes (e.g., all the classes related
to nouns are merged into one class in our reduced classification scheme). Shown in
Figure 3.3 is the mapping from the Penn Treebank scheme to our reduced scheme
where the POS classes in our reduced scheme are numbered from 0 to 15.
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Figure 3.3: Penn Treebank scheme to Reduced POS scheme
With our reduced POS classes, we can then go over the labeled WSJ dataset, and for
each known word type, gather the word counts for each of its POS classes so that we
can get the distribution of these classes for the given word type. During the modelling
process for POSLDA, we will use the POS distributions for the known words in the
tagging dictionary but rely on the Gibbs sampling for the unknown words in the given
document collection. Through such prior information, we can control the modelling
process for the POS classes as well. Each line of this list is a word and its
corresponding part-of-speech tags are sorted by the probability distribution from high to
low, separated by space, each number represents for a part of speech tag, as follows:
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Since in the OPP-115 dataset, labelling is for segments. We know what data practice
category a word belongs to, but we don’t have a sense of part of speech of each
individual word, so after we got seed words from the training set and relevant keywords
in the test set by cut off, we use Stanford POS-Tagger which is one of the popular partof-speech tagging tools, to label each word in the seed words list and test set in order to
get part-of-speech information of each individual word.

3.1.5 Dataset Partitions for Training and Testing
After the data-preprocessing, the OPP-115 dataset can be used for the topic modelling
processes with LDA and POSLDA. Since this dataset is quite small with a total of 4,123
segments, each of which is labeled with a data practice category, we apply the 5-fold
cross validation in our study so that we can maximize the use of the dataset for both
modelling and evaluation. In particular, we randomly divide the segments into five equal
folds, and for each iteration, we use one particular fold for testing and the remaining four
folds for modelling. This will give us five different sets of results, and the averages of
them will be used for the evaluation of the modelling performance. To identify the seed
words that can be used to control the modelling process, we gather all the word
occurrences in the corresponding segments for each data practice category in the
training dataset and select the top 20% as the seed words for each data practice
category in our experiments.
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3.2 LDA
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is the first complete generative model based on the
Bayesian probability. It describes a collection of discrete data such as documents
through the mixtures of latent variables. Figure 3.4 shows a graphical model of LDA
where the conditional dependencies among the random variables are intuitively
displayed. Among the variables,  and  are hyperparameters specified at the
collection level. For example,  helps produce multiple topic distributions 's over all the
words in a vocabulary. In this case, 's are placed in a plate labeled with K, indicating
that there is a total of K topic distributions that depend on the hyperparameter . From
, we can generate a topic proportion for each document that determines what
percentage of words will be assigned to the related topics. For a collection of M
documents, this will be repeated M times in the corresponding plate in the graphical
model. Within each of the N words in a document, we need to find its assigned topic z
and draw a representative word w from the corresponding topic distribution z. Thus, 
is a document-level variable, called the topic proportion, and there will be one for each
document, and z is a word-level variable, called the topic assignment, and every word w
will be assigned with a topic z.
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Figure 3.4: The Graphic Model of LDA

The graphical model above provides a way to simulate the generative process for a
collection of documents 𝒟:
1. For 𝑘 = 1 … 𝐾:
(a) Draw a topic distribution 𝜙 (𝑘) ~𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑒𝑡(𝛽)
2. For each document 𝑑 ∈ 𝒟:
(a) Draw a topic proportion 𝜃𝑑 ~𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑒𝑡(𝛼)
(b) For each word 𝑤𝑖 ∈ 𝑑:
i.

Draw a topic 𝓏𝑖 ~𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝜃𝑑 )

ii.

Draw a word 𝑤𝑖 ~𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝜙 (𝓏𝑖 ) )

Here 𝐾 is the number of latent topics for a document collection, 𝜙(𝑘) is a multinomial
distribution over a fixed vocabulary that is used to represent the 𝑘th topic distribution, 𝜃𝑑
is a multinomial distribution over the K topics for document d, 𝓏𝑖 is the topic assigned to
word 𝑤𝑖 , and 𝛼and 𝛽 are the hyperparameters for the related Dirichlet distributions
used to generate topic distributions for the collection and topic proportions for each
document. In addition, the symbol “~” means drawing a sample for the related
probabilistic distribution.
In addition to the graphical model and the generative process, we can also describe the
LDA model as a joint distribution that can be expanded into the products of simpler
conditional probabilities:
𝑝(𝑤, 𝑧, 𝜃, 𝜙|𝛼, 𝛽) = 𝑝(𝜙|𝛽)𝑝(𝜃|𝛼)𝑝(𝑧|𝜃)𝑝(𝑤|𝜙𝑧 )

(1)

Such an expansion is made possible due to the conditional independence since a topic
distribution  only depends on the hyperparameter , a topic proportion  only depends
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on the hyperparameter , and so on. Among the joint variables, 𝑧, 𝜃, and 𝜙 are what is
of interest to us since they allow us to create a reduced representation for a document
collection by mapping words to their related topics. However, these variables are not
known (called the unobserved or latent variables) and thus need to be computed from
the only observed variable 𝑤 (denotated with a shaded circle in the graphical model
above). In probability theory, the computation for the latent variables is done by the
Bayesian inference process described in the following.
Inference
To recover the latent variables in an LDA model, we need to inverse the generative
process so that we can learn the posterior distributions of these variables from the
observed data. This is equivalent to solving the following equation:
𝑝(𝜃, 𝜙, 𝑧|𝑤, 𝛼, 𝛽) =

𝑝(𝜃,𝜙,𝑧,𝑤|𝛼,𝛽)

(2)

𝑝(𝑤|𝛼,𝛽)

Unfortunately, this distribution is intractable since the normalization factor, 𝑝(𝑤|𝛼, 𝛽),
cannot be computed efficiently.
In practice, approximate solutions such as Gibbs sampling are often used to do the
inferences for the topic modelling. For LDA, we are interested in recovering the topic
portions 𝜃𝑑 , the topic distributions 𝜙 (𝓏) , and the topic assignments for each word 𝓏𝑖 .
Technically, we can derive the conditional distributions required by the Gibbs sampling
for each of these latent variables. However, both 𝜃𝑑 and 𝜙 (𝓏) can be calculated from
the topic assignments 𝓏𝑖 through post-processing. Therefore, a simpler sampling
algorithm, called the Collapsed Gibbs sampler, can be derived by integrating out the
latent variables 𝜃𝑑 and 𝜙 (𝓏) .
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More specifically, the collapsed Gibbs sampler needs to compute the probability of a
topic 𝓏 being assigned to word 𝑤𝑖 , given the topic assignments to all other
words:
𝑝(𝓏𝑖 |𝑧−𝑖 , 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝑤)

(3)

where 𝑧−𝑖 stands for all topic assignments except that for 𝓏𝑖 . To begin with, the rules of
conditional probability give us:
𝑝(𝓏𝑖 |𝑧−𝑖 , 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝑤) =

𝑝(𝓏𝑖 ,𝑧−𝑖 ,𝑤|𝛼,𝛽)
𝑝(𝑧−𝑖 ,𝑤|𝛼,𝛽)

∝ 𝑝(𝓏𝑖 , 𝑧−𝑖 , 𝑤|𝛼, 𝛽) = 𝑝(𝑧, 𝑤|𝛼, 𝛽)

(4)

To integrate out topic proportions and topic distributions, we have:
𝑝(𝑤, 𝑧|𝛼, 𝛽) = ∬ 𝑝(𝑧, 𝑤, 𝜃, 𝜙|𝛼, 𝛽) 𝑑𝜃𝑑𝜙

(5)

Following equation (1), we can expand the above equation:
𝑝(𝑤, 𝑧|𝛼, 𝛽) = ∬ 𝑝( 𝜙|𝛽)𝑝(𝜃|𝛼)𝑝(𝑧|𝜃)𝑝(𝑤|𝜙𝑧 )𝑑𝜃𝑑𝜙

(6)

By grouping the terms that have dependent variables:
𝑝(𝑤, 𝑧|𝛼, 𝛽) = ∫ 𝑝(𝑧| 𝜃)𝑝(𝜃|𝛼)𝑑𝜃 ∫ 𝑝(𝑤| 𝜙𝑧 )𝑝(𝜙|𝛽)𝑑𝜙

(7)

Since both terms are multinomial with Dirichlet priors and the Dirichlet distribution is
conjugate to the multinomial distribution, the computation can be vastly simplified. For
the first term, we have:
∫ 𝑝(𝑧|𝜃)𝑝(𝜃|𝛼)𝑑𝜃 = ∫ ∏ 𝜃𝑑,𝑧𝑖
𝑖

=

1
𝛼
∏ 𝜃𝑑,𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝜃𝑑
𝐵(α)
𝑘

1
𝑛 +𝛼
∫ ∏ 𝜃𝑑,𝑘𝑑,𝑘 𝑘 𝑑𝜃𝑑
𝐵(𝛼)
𝑘

∝ ∏𝑑

𝐵(𝑛𝑑, .+𝛼)
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𝐵(𝛼)

(8)

where 𝑛𝑑,𝑘 is the number of words in document 𝑑 that are assigned to topic 𝑘, “·”
indicates summing over the related index, and 𝐵(𝛼) is the multinomial beta function,
𝐵(𝛼) =

∏𝑘 Γ(𝛼𝑘)
Γ(∑𝑘 𝛼𝑘)

. Similarly, for the second term, we get:

∫ 𝑝(𝑤|𝜙𝓏 )𝑝(𝜙|𝛽)𝑑𝜙 = ∫ ∏ ∏ 𝜙𝓏𝑑,𝑖 ,𝜔𝑑,𝑖 ∏
𝑑

= ∏
𝑘

∝ ∏𝑘

𝑖

𝑘

1
𝛽𝜔
∏ 𝜙𝑘,𝜔
𝑑𝜙𝑘
𝐵(𝛽)
𝜔

1
𝛽𝜔 +𝑛𝑘,𝜔
∫ ∏ 𝜙𝑘,𝜔
𝑑𝜙𝑘
𝐵(𝛽)
𝜔

𝐵(𝑛𝑘, .+𝛽)
𝐵(𝛽)

(9)

Combining equations (8) and (9), the expanded joint distribution becomes:
𝑝(𝑤, 𝑧|𝛼, 𝛽) ∝ ∏𝑑

𝐵(𝑛𝑑, .+𝛼)
𝐵(𝛼)

∏𝑘

𝐵(𝑛𝑘, .+𝛽)

(10)

𝐵(𝛽)

For Gibbs sampling, we further expand the equation using the chain rule and also omit
the hyperparameters 𝛼 and 𝛽 out for clarity. Note that the superscript (−𝑖) signifies the
leaving of the 𝑖th token in the calculation:
𝑝(𝑧𝑖 |𝑧 (−𝑖) , 𝑤) =

𝑝(𝑤, 𝑧)
𝑝(𝑧)
𝑝(𝑤|𝑧)
=
∙
(−𝑖)
(−𝑖)
(−𝑖)
𝑝(𝑤, 𝑧
𝑝(𝑧 ) 𝑝(𝑤 |𝑧 (−𝑖) )𝑝(𝑤𝑖 )

∝∏
𝑑

𝐵(𝑛𝑑,∙ + 𝛼)
(−𝑖)
𝐵(𝑛𝑑,∙

+ 𝛼)

∏
𝑘

𝐵(𝑛𝑘,∙ + 𝛽)
(−𝑖)

𝐵(𝑛𝑘,∙ + 𝛽)
(−𝑖)

(−𝑖)

𝑊
Γ(𝑛𝑑,𝑘 + 𝛼𝑘 )Γ(∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑛𝑑,𝑘 + 𝛼𝑘 ) Γ(𝑛𝑘,𝜔 + 𝛽𝜔 )Γ(∑𝜔=1 𝑛𝑘,𝜔 + 𝛽𝜔 )
∝
∙
(−𝑖)
(−𝑖)
Γ(𝑛𝑑,𝑘 + 𝛼𝑘 )Γ(∑𝐾
𝑛
+
𝛼
)
Γ(𝑛𝑘,𝜔 + 𝛽𝜔 )Γ(∑𝑊
𝑑,𝑘
𝑘
𝜔=1 𝑛𝑘,𝜔 + 𝛽𝜔 )
𝑘=1
(−𝑖)

∝

(−𝑖)
(𝑛𝑑,𝑘

+ 𝛼𝑘 )

𝑛𝑘,𝜔 + 𝛽𝜔
(−𝑖)
∑𝜔′ 𝑛𝑘,𝜔
′ + 𝛽𝜔 ′

For Dirichlet distributions, the hyperparameter values can have strong impacts
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on the sparsity of the related multinomial distributions since for smaller values, the
distributions tend to be more specialized while for bigger values, the distributions
become more uniformed. Because both topic proportions 𝜃𝑑 and topic distributions 𝜙𝑘
are drawn from Dirichlet distributions, we can optimize the values for the related
hyperparameters to fit the given collection of documents. Such optimization can be
done by trying a range of hyperparameters and selecting the best setting that has the
minimum perplexity score. Alternatively, we can treat these hyperparameters as
random variables and use Minka’s formula [30,31] to learn their values directly from the
data. This way, we can optimize the hyperparameter values during the modelling
process from the same dataset.

3.3

Guided LDA with Gibbs Sampling

The Gibbs sampling process described in the previous subsection is essentially
unsupervised since each time we adjust the topic assignment for a word, we just take a
random sample based on the conditional probabilities from the current topic
assignments of the other words. Although the initial topic assignments may be
arbitrary, after a certain number of iterations (called the burn-in period, typically about a
couple of thousands of iterations), the distributions of the topic assignments will be
stabilized. However, according to Chang, et al. (2009), such optimized topic
assignments often reduce the amount of uncertainty in the distributions but are not
necessarily interpretable to humans.
One way to make the results more interpretable is to plant some seed words for each
topic so that they serve as the prior information to guide the modelling process. The
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resulting system can be called the Guided LDA since the seed words not only help bring
other cooccurring words together in the related topics, making the results more
interpretable, but also make each topic meaningful based on its given seed words. In
practice, it is not too difficult to identify a small number of seed words for a topic. Table
3.3 shows some example seed words for two data practice categories used for privacy
policy analysis.
In terms of implementation, we can simply add a condition during the Gibbs sampling
process. Every time we adjust the topic assignment of a word, we will check if the word
is one of the seed words for a given topic. If so, we can do nothing to keep the existing
topic assignment; otherwise, we will take a random sample for a new topic, just like
what we will normally do in the Gibbs sampling process, and the new topic could be any
one of all the available topics in the design of the LDA model.
Table 3.3: Example Seed Words in OPP-115
Data Practice Categories

Example seed words

First Party Collection/Use

Provide, service, address, sites,
cookies, collect, site, web

User Choice/Control

third, opt, communications, time,
browser, cookies, advertising,
please, opt-out, receive, account,
email

3.4

POSLDA

In Chapter 2, we introduced POSLDA as an extension to LDA in that it captures not only
the long-range relationships of words in terms of topics, but also the short-range
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constraints among the words in the form of POS classes. Figure 3.5 shows the
graphical model of POSLDA taken from Darling (2012), where the set of POS classes
𝒞 = 𝒞𝑆𝐸𝑀 ∪ 𝒞𝑆𝑌𝑁, the union of 𝒞𝑆𝐸𝑀 for semantic classes and 𝒞𝑆𝑌𝑁 for syntactic classes.
Semantic classes are used for content words such as nouns, verbs, adjective, and
adverbs, while syntactic classes are used for functional words such as determiners,
conjunctions, and prepositions. Since the semantic classes contain words with real
meanings, they will be further paired up with different topics, creating more detailed
word distributions like “nouns for sports”, “verbs for science”, and “adjectives for
entertainments”. For the syntactic classes, the words do not carry much meaning and
are mostly used to form bigger units in the form of phrases and sentences. As a result,
they will not be paired up with topics but rather have their own word distributions such
as “determiners”, “conjunctions”, and “prepositions”. Accordingly, we have a total of
𝑇 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝐸𝑀 + 𝑆𝑆𝑌𝑁 word distributions ’s, all of which are generated from Dirichlet
distributions with the hyperparameter  where T is the number of topics, 𝑆𝑆𝐸𝑀 is the
number of semantic classes, and 𝑆𝑆𝑌𝑁 is the number of syntactic classes.
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Figure 3.5: The Graphic Model of POSLDA
Similar to LDA, we also draw as a topic proportion  for each document a random
sample from the Dirichlet distribution with the hyperparameter  in POSLDA. However,
each word w is assigned with both a topic label z from the related topic proportion  and
a POS class label c from the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) transition matrix  so that we
can use the pair <z, c> to locate the corresponding word distribution  to generate the
word w. Note that with the HMM transition matrix, we need to know the POS label of
the previous word in order to generate a POS label for the next word. As a result, it is
shown as a horizontal link among the POS labels in the graphical model of Figure 3.5.
In fact, it is possible to model longer word sequences such as trigrams with POSLDA.
We just need to use the POS labels of the previous two words to generate a new POS
label and code such mappings in the HMM transition matrix. Such mappings are
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multinomial distributions and not surprisingly can also be generated by a Dirichlet
distribution. In Figure 3.5, the corresponding hyperparameter is denoted as .
The generative process for a corpus of documents D can be described similarly as
follows:
1. For each row 𝜋𝑟 ∈ 𝜋:
(a) Draw 𝜋𝑟 ~𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑒𝑡(𝛾)
2. For each word distribution 𝜙𝜂 ∈ 𝜙:
(a) Draw 𝜙𝜂 ~𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑒𝑡(𝛽)
3. For each document 𝑑 ∈ 𝒟:
(a) Draw 𝜃𝑑 ~𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑒𝑡(𝛼)
(b) For each word token 𝑤𝑖 ∈ 𝑑:
i.

Draw 𝑐𝑖 ~𝜋𝑐𝑖−1

ii.

If 𝑐𝑖 ∉ 𝒞𝑆𝐸𝑀 :
(𝑆𝑌𝑁)

A. Draw 𝑤𝑖 ~𝜙𝑐𝑖
iii.

Else:
A. Draw 𝓏𝑖 ~𝜃𝑑
(𝑆𝐸𝑀)

B. Draw 𝑤𝑖 ~𝜙𝑐𝑖 ,𝓏𝑖

POSLDA has several advantages over the basic LDA. First, modeling the topics and
POS classes together help capture the interactions between them. For example, for a
“travel” topic, the POS label for “book” is likely to be a verb, but for a “library” topic, it is
likely to be a noun. Similarly, for the verb “seal”, it is more likely used for a
“construction” topic, but for the noun “seal”, it is more for an “animal” topic. Secondly,
by separating semantic and syntactic classes, we can push more stop words into the
syntactic classes, reducing the need for stop words removal in the post-processing of
the modelling results. Finally, if further cleaning is still needed with stop words removal,
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we can use the results in the syntactic classes to generate a list of customized stop
words. For many data processing tasks, people have been using lists of manually
collected stop words for English. Depending on the sizes of the lists, we can have
either over- or under-removal of stop words since the manually collected lists are fixed
and may not fit well for a particular dataset. With the POSLDA, we naturally sort stop
words into the syntactic classes, making it possible to create a customized list that can
fit the dataset more properly.
At the implementation level, POSLDA can be seen as the generalization of several
probabilistic models. When the number of topics T = 1, it is reduced to the basic LDA;
when the number of POS classes S = 1, it becomes a Bayesian HMM [26]; and when
Ssem = 1, it implements the HMMLDA [26], which can be seen a specialized model for
combining topics and POS classes. This makes it convenient to do comparative studies
on different NLP tasks for these probabilistic models.
Inference
Similar to LDA, we can also do inference for the POSLDA through the collapsed Gibbs
sampling where the multinomial parameters , , and  are integrated out so that we
can focus on the topic and class assignments (z and c) for the sequence of word (w) in
a collection of documents.
In particular, we want to sample the pair (𝑐𝑖 , 𝓏𝑖 ) jointly as a block so that the inference
process can converge faster since the two variables are tightly coupled (Darling, 2012).
More specifically, we can derive the following sampling equation in a way similar to that
for the LDA inference:
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𝑐𝑖 ×

𝑝(𝑐𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖 |𝑐−𝑖 , 𝑧−𝑖 , 𝑤) ∝

(𝑐 ,𝑧 )

(𝑑)

𝑛𝑧 +𝛼𝑧𝑖 𝑛𝑤 𝑖 𝑖 +𝛽
𝑖
𝑖
𝑐𝑖
𝑛∙ (𝑑) +𝛼∙ 𝑛(𝑐𝑖,𝑧𝑖) +𝑊𝛽
∙

∈ 𝐶𝑆𝐸𝑀
(13)

(𝑐 )

𝑛𝑤 𝑖 +𝛽

{

𝑐𝑖 × 𝑛.(𝑐𝑖𝑖)+𝑊𝛽 𝑐𝑖 ∈ 𝐶𝑆𝑌𝑁

where

𝑐𝑖 =

𝑛(𝑐

𝑖−2 ,𝑐𝑖−1 ,𝑐𝑖)

𝑛(𝑐

+𝛾𝑐

𝑖−2 ,𝑐𝑖−1 )

𝑖

+𝛾.

∙

𝑛(𝑐

𝑖−1,𝑐𝑖 ,𝑐𝑖+1 )

𝑛(𝑐

𝑖−1 ,𝑐𝑖)

+𝛾𝑐

+𝛾.

𝑖

∙

𝑛(𝑐 ,𝑐 ,𝑐 )+𝛾𝑐 
𝑖
𝑖 𝑖+1 𝑖+2
𝑛(𝑐 ,𝑐 )+𝛾.
𝑖 𝑖+1

(14)

In the above equation, 𝑐𝑖 and 𝓏𝑖 are the class and topic labels assigned to word 𝑤𝑖 ,
𝑐−𝑖 and 𝓏−𝑖 are the class and topic labels assigned to the remaining words in the given
(𝑐 ,𝓏𝑖 )

word sequence, and the notation 𝑛𝑤𝑖𝑖

is the number of times that word 𝑤𝑖 is assigned

to class 𝑐𝑖 and topic 𝓏𝑖 . When word 𝑤𝑖 is replaced by a dot as in 𝑛.(𝑐𝑖 ,𝓏𝑖 ) , the count is for
all words that are assigned to class 𝑐𝑖 and topic 𝓏𝑖 . In other similar notations, 𝑑 refers to
a document, (𝑐𝑖−1 , 𝑐𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖+1 ) stands for the class labels for the trigram (𝑤𝑖−1 , 𝑤𝑖 , 𝑤𝑖+1).

Based on the sampled statistics for the pair (𝑐, 𝓏), we can derive the point estimates for
the word distribution 𝜙 (𝑐,𝓏) as follows:
𝑝(𝑤𝑖 |𝑐, 𝓏) =

(𝑐,𝓏)
+𝛽
𝑖
(𝑐,𝓏)
𝑛
+𝑊𝛽

𝑛𝑤



(15)

The point estimates for the topic proportions (𝑑) and the HMM transition matrix (𝑐)
can be computed similarly.

3.5

Guided POSLDA

For similar reasons of creating the Guided LDA, we also need to use seeds to control
the modelling process in POSLDA to create the Guided POSLDA. In addition, since
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POSLDA further distinguishes different POS classes and assigns the related labels to
all the words in a document collection, we also need to apply prior information to control
the modelling process for these POS classes. Unlike the seed words that tend to be
unique for different topics, many words can belong to multiple POS classes. For
example, Google is first introduced as a noun for a search engine, but now is also used
as a verb as in “Let’s google it on the web.” To allow such variations, we can model the
related prior information as a POS tagging dictionary [26]. More specifically, we gather
the prior distributions across all POS classes for each word from a training dataset and
store them in the tagging dictionary. For example, the word “google” may be used as a
noun 90% of the time and as a verb 10%. In the tagging dictionary, the word will be
associated with the noun and verb classes with the distribution of 90% and 10% for
them, respectively. During the modelling process, we will check if the current word is
covered by the tagging dictionary. If so, we will follow the prior distribution stored to
select a new POS label; otherwise, we follow the POSLDA model to select a new POS
label based on the current word counts in the general Gibbs sampling process in an
unsupervised fashion.
To gather the prior distributions of words across different POS classes, we use the WSJ
dataset in the ACL_DCI distribution [32] where the words are labeled manually with the
POS labels. Obviously, this dataset is for the financial domain and the writing style
maybe quite different from that of privacy policies. However, since the POS labels are
assigned at the word level, we believe that such information can be transferable to
different domains. In cases where words are not covered by the tagging dictionary, the
unsupervised modelling process in POSLDA can help sort them into the related POS
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classes. Thus, by using the POS information from an available dataset, we can control
the modelling process in the Guided POSLDA so that both the topics and the POS
classes can be shaped to the kinds of distinctions we want to make for a given
application.
When gathering the prior distributions of POS classes from the WSJ dataset, we
actually made an important simplification. The original POS labels follow the Penn
Treebank POS tagging scheme that consists of 36 POS classes. This is too refined
distinctions for our application of privacy policy analysis. As a result, we merge all the
detailed classes for nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs into these four general
classes, respectively. As a result, we reduce the 36 POS tags in the Penn Tree Bank
into 17 general POS classes. The differences between the Penn Treebank POS
scheme and our simplified POS scheme can be seen in the following two tables.
Table 3.4: 36 part-of-speech tags in the Penn Tree Bank
Number
1
2
3
4
5

Tag
CC
CD
DT
EX
FW

Description
Coordinating conjunction
Cardinal number
Determiner
Existential there
Foreign word

6

IN

Preposition or subordinating
conjunction

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

JJ
JJR
JJS
LS
MD
NN
NNS

Adjective
Adjective, comparative
Adjective, superlative
List item marker
Modal
Noun, singular or mass
Noun, plural
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

NNP
NNPS
PDT
POS
PRP
PRP$
RB
RBR
RBS
RP
SYM
TO
UH
VB
VBD
VBG
VBN

31

VBP

32
33
34
35
36

VBZ
WDT
WP
WP$
WRB

Proper noun, singular
Proper noun, plural
Predeterminer
Possessive ending
Personal pronoun
Possessive pronoun
Adverb
Adverb, comparative
Adverb, superlative
Particle
Symbol
to
Interjection
Verb, base form
Verb, past tense
Verb, gerund or present participle
Verb, past participle
Verb, non-3rd person singular
present
Verb, 3rd person singular present
Wh-determiner
Wh-pronoun
Possessive wh-pronoun
Wh-adverb

The above 36 POS tags are simplified into 17 general POS classes where the numbers
after the names of each class correspond to the classes in the original 36 POS tags:
0.

Conjunction: 1

1.

Cardinal number: 2,10

2.

Determiner: 3,16

3.

Existential there: 4

4.

Foreign words: 5
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5.

Preposition: 6

6.

Adjectives: 7, 8, 9

7.

Modal: 11

8.

Nouns: 12, 13, 14, 15, 17

9.

Pronouns: 18, 19

10. Adverbs: 20, 21, 22
11. Verbs: 23, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32
12. Symbol: 24
13. To: 25
14. Interjection: 26
15. Wh-words: 33, 34, 35, 36
16. other
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4 Experiments
4.1 Experimental Design
To evaluate the effectiveness of topic modelling in extracting keywords for privacy
policies, we first establish the baseline results with LDA on the OPP-115 dataset. After
that, we apply POSLDA to see if further improvements can be achieved. For the LDA
application, we use a small number of seed words for all data practice categories so
that we can control the modelling process by associating each topic with a specific data
practice category. In addition, we adopt the five-fold cross validation in our experiments
in order to maximize the use of the OPP-115 dataset and use the average of all the
results for the evaluation. Finally, we apply the stop words removal as a postprocessing step since such functional words do not carry much meaning and thus are
not useful for representing the related data practice categories.
For the POSLDA application, we can naturally divide words into semantic classes and
syntactic classes where the semantic classes are made of content words such as
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, while the syntactic classes are related to the
different functional classes of the stop words. In addition, each semantic class is paired
up with every topic or a data practice category when seed words are used to control the
modelling process. As a result, we explore two different ways of extracting the
keywords for each data practice category: (1) merge the top-ranked words from all the
semantic classes for each data practice category, and (2) choose only the top-ranked
words from the noun class for each data category since nouns are more commonlyused keywords for the related data practice categories. Nevertheless, some stop words
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still get into some semantic classes due to the unsupervised nature of the topic
modelling process. To further remove such noises, we try two kinds of stop words
removal in the post-processing step. First, we use the set of 439 manually collected
stop words from the Web, and then use the set of custom-generated stop words from
the POSLDA modelling results. As stated in Chapter 3, the manually collected stop
words are generic for all domains and can be either over-specified or under-specified for
a particular application. The custom-generated, however, is from the modelling results
of the given application and thus can potentially help us identify a set of better-fitting
stop words for the given application.
For both LDA and POSLDA, we need to extract the top-ranked words from each word
distribution, whether it is for a topic, a pair of topic and semantic class, or a syntactic
class. To make the selected words more representative for the corresponding word
distribution, we use the accumulative probability mass by adding the probabilities of the
top-ranked words and choose all the words until the accumulative probability mass
reaches a certain threshold such as 70% or 90%. More specifically, we follow the
process described below:
1) Count the word frequencies for a given word distribution and sort them into a
decreasing order:
𝑤1 , 𝑤2 , 𝑤3 , … … , 𝑤𝑛
2) Calculate the probabilities of each word:
𝑃𝑖 = 

𝑤𝑖
(𝑗
𝑛
∑𝑗=1 𝑤𝑗

= 1,2, … , 𝑛)

This essentially gives us a list of word-probability pairs in the decreasing order of the
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probabilities where 𝑃1 ≥  𝑃2 ≥  𝑃3 ≥ ⋯ ≥ 𝑃𝑛 :
𝑊𝑂𝑅𝐷1 ：𝑃1
𝑊𝑂𝑅𝐷2 ：𝑃2
𝑊𝑂𝑅𝐷3 ：𝑃3
……
{ 𝑊𝑂𝑅𝐷𝑛 ：𝑃𝑛
3) Keep selecting the top-ranked words until the accumulative probability mass equals
or exceeds a cutoff threshold:
𝑚

∑ 𝑃𝑖 𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓
𝑖=1

To select the seed words for each data practice category, we gather all the segments
for the corresponding category in the training subset and rank all the words in the
decreasing order of the associated probabilities. To make the number of seed words
small enough so that it can be easily identified manually, we only extract the top-ranked
words with a cutoff threshold of 20% in a way similar to the process described above.
For evaluations, we also follow a similar process to extract representative words from
the test subsets with the accumulative probability mass between 20% and 60% and
compare them against the modeling results with accumulative probability mass from
10% to 90%. Since we use a five-fold cross validation, the final results are the
averages for the five individual results from the experiments.

4.2 Evaluation Measures
Precision and recall are two commonly used metrics for evaluating natural language
processing tasks such as information retrieval and text classification. Precision is the
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value of the total number of retrieved documents divided by the number of retrieved
relevant documents in a retrieval system, while Recall is the value of the total number of
relevant documents divided by number of retrieved relevant documents in a retrieval
system.
In general, Precision and Recall are in conflicts since higher precisions are often
achieved for lower recalls, and higher recalls usually result in lower precisions. To
measure the overall performance, the composite measure called F-measure or F-score
is often used:
𝐹_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙⁄(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)
When there are multiple categories involved in a classification system, another level of
averaging, called Macro-Average, is needed, which can be the average of the individual
F-scores for all the related categories.

4.3 Baseline Results
For the baseline results, we use the LDA modelling to extract the representative
keywords for different data practices of privacy policy analysis. The results are further
postprocessed with the removal of manually collected stop words (in the order of 439).
Table 4.1 shows the best baseline results achieved with 20% cutoff for selecting the
seed words from the training data, 30% cutoff for choosing keywords from the modelling
results, and 20% cutoff for choosing keywords for evaluation from the test data. For a
full set of baseline results with the cutoff ranging from 20% to 60% from the test data
and the cutoff ranging from 10% to 90% from the modelling results, please check the
related section in the Appendices for more details.
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As can be seen in Table 4.1, the macro-average of F-score is 0.3650, which is higher
than the average precision P = 0.3407 but lower than the average recall R = 0.4675,
indicating that the modelling results favor a bit more on the recall performance. Note
that our results are computed from the five-fold cross validation and that is why we have
fraction numbers for the average numbers of extracted keywords for different data
practice categories.
Table 4.1: Best Results (LDA)

First Party Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection
User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion
Data Retention

0.5546

0.6892

0.4793

Avg Number
of Extracted
Keywords
7.00

0.5617

0.7032

0.4689

6.33

0.5755

0.6027

0.5538

10.00

0.2326

0.1910

0.3139

9.66

0.2102

0.1704

0.2874

14.00

Data Security

0.5585

0.4341

0.8151

11.66

Policy Change

0.4641

0.3384

0.7556

5.66

Do Not Track
International and Specific
Audiences
Introductory/Generic
Privacy contact
information
Practice not covered

0.3016

0.2219

0.4857

14.00

0.4908

0.4332

0.5998

8.66

0.2413

0.1569

0.5667

10.00

0.1271

0.1037

0.1693

16.33

0.0628

0.0441

0.1143

11.33

Macro-Averages

0.3650

0.3407

0.4675

10.39

Data Practice Categories

F-score

P

R

To keep things into perspective, we identify the keywords from different sources and
perform the overlap analysis between them so that we can see how the extracted
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keywords from the modelling results are related to the seed words used in controlling
the modelling process and the keywords selected from the test data used for the
evaluation. Shown in Table 4.2 are the numbers of keywords from different sources
where the extracted keywords are computed from the five-fold cross validation in our
experiments.
Table 4.2: Keyword Counts (LDA)
Sources of Keywords

Number of Keywords

Extracted words from the modelling results

123

Seed words from the training data

74

Relevant words from the test data

76

To illustrate what keywords are extracted from the modelling results, we show those for
different data practice categories from the last fold of the five-fold cross validation in
Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Extracted Keywords (LDA)
Data Practices

Extracted Keywords

First Party
Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection
User Choice/Control

Web, ads, information, site, sites, collect,
advertising, address
Information, third, share, parties,
services, party
Opt, account, opt-out, receive, please,
send, communications, time, email,
browser
Information, account, personal, barnes,
request, access, media, social, services

User Access, Edit
and Deletion
Data Retention

Information, account, jibjab, name, sites,
comments, email, content, user, online,
services, post, public, users
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Numbers
8
6
10

9
14

Data Security

Policy Change
Do Not Track

International and
Specific Audiences
Introductory/Generic

Practice not covered

Privacy contact
information
Total Keywords

Information, protect, united, secure,
unauthorized, personal, safe, access,
security, data
Privacy, please, practices, contact,
policy, com
Website, respond, cookies, tracking, set,
help, track, flash, websites, computer,
cookie, technologies, browser
Information, provide, third, privacy,
personal, age, request, medianews,
California, children
Information, name, personal, provide,
credit, purchase, products, participate,
services, e-mail, com, card
Disclose, information, process, believe,
assets, business, rights, personal, third,
company, required, site, legal, Kaleida,
health, safety, law, event, comply
Information, provide, device, including,
mobile, services

10

6
13

10

12

19

6
123

Let us denote the set of seed words from the training data as c1, the set of extracted
words from the modelling results as c2, and the set of relevant words from the test data
as c3. We show the results of overlap analysis in Table 4.4 through different set
operations and the resulting numbers of keywords.
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Table 4.4: Overlap Analysis (LDA)
Set Operations
𝑐1 ∩ 𝑐3
𝑐1 − 𝑐3
𝑐3 − 𝑐1
𝑐1 ∩ 𝑐2
𝑐1 − 𝑐2
𝑐2 − 𝑐1
𝑐2 ∩ 𝑐3
𝑐2 − 𝑐3
𝑐3 − 𝑐2
𝑐2 − (𝑐1 ∪ 𝑐3)
(c1 ∪ c2) ∩ c3

Resulting Numbers of Words
53
21
23
43
31
80
35
88
41
79
57

In Table 4.4, we first show the overlaps and differences for three pairs of keyword lists,
where c1 is the set of seed words from the training data, c2 is the set of extracted
keywords from the modelling process, and c3 is the set of labeled keywords from the
testing data. Between the seed words c1 and the testing keywords c3, the overlap is
53, which is 71.62% of c1 and 69.74% of c3, indicating both the training and testing
subsets are too small to coverage the representative keywords adequately.
Between the seed words c1 and the extracted keywords c2, the overlap is reduced to
43 and difference of c1 – c2 is increased to 31. This implies that the unsupervised
modelling process for LDA shifts slightly away from the seeds, which are still kept in the
related data practice categories but just not as popular as other keywords in terms of
probabilities. Nevertheless, the difference of c2 – c1 = 80 shows that we are able to
extract more keywords that can potentially improve the coverage for the related data
practice categories.
Between the extracted keywords c2 and labeled keywords c3, the overlap is reduced
further to 35 since c2 contains quite a number of new keywords that are not covered by
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the seed words. Furthermore, the result of 𝑐2 − (𝑐1 ∪ 𝑐3) = 79 indicates that the
modelling process is able to extract quite a number of new keywords that are not
covered by both c1 and c3. Finally, if we always include the seed words in the
modelling results, we can increase the overlap between the extracted keywords and the
labelled keywords to (𝑐1 ∪ 𝑐2) ∩ 𝑐3 = 57. This is telling us that the modelling process is
more of inline for extending c1 since it only adds 4 new keywords for the labeled
keywords in c3. One possible reason may be due to the small size of the OPP-115
dataset, which does not contain enough data to cover the variety of keywords and their
co-occurring patterns for improving the modelling results. As a result, it may be helpful
to further examine the extracted keywords by human editors to see if they are additional
representative keywords that are not covered by the labeled testing data.

4.4 POSLDA Results
4.4.1 Results without Stop Words Removal
With POSLDA, we get more detailed word distributions by pairing a topic with a
semantic class so that we can capture the interactions between topics and semantic
classes. For example, the topic “sports” will be extended to “sports-nouns”, “sportsverbs”, “sports-adjectives” and “sport-adverbs”. To evaluate the results of the extracted
keywords against those from test data, we use two different approaches. In the first
approach, we merge the extracted keywords from all the semantic classes of the same
topic together and then do the evaluation. For the example above, the keywords
extracted from “sports-nouns”, “sports-verbs”, “sports-adjectives”, and “sport-adverbs”
are merged together to get the keywords for the topic “sports”. In the second
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approach, we only use the keywords extracted from the nouns for each topic since
nouns are a main source of keywords for a particular topic. Accordingly, we will present
our results in two separate parts: “Results from All Semantic Classes” and “Results from
Nouns Only” in the following subsections.
Results from All Semantic Classes
First, we want to use the own ability of POSLDA to distinguish if a keyword is semantic
word or functional word. It is found that the F-score reaches the highest value of 31.27%
when we take cut off 1 for seed words number = 20%, cut off 2 for numbers of words
extracted = 30%, and cut off 3 for relevant words in the test set = 20%.
Table 4.5: Best Results (POSLDA: Semantic Classes w/o Stop Words Removal)

First Party Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection
User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion
Data Retention

0.3890

0.3363

Avg number
of Extracted
Keywords
0.4681
13.33

0.5373

0.6041

0.4911

7.33

0.4430

0.4806

0.4140

10.00

0.3378

0.2600

0.5061

11.66

0.2062

0.1698

0.2700

10.33

Data Security

0.3762

0.2724

0.6195

10.66

Policy Change

0.1551

0.0964

0.4000

9.33

Do Not Track
International and Specific
Audiences
Introductory/Generic
Privacy contact
information
Practice not covered

0.1906

0.1503

0.2722

12.66

0.3428

0.2866

0.4439

11.33

0.1479

0.0927

0.3833

11.33

0.2323

0.2134

0.2635

10.33

0.3946

0.2952

0.6176

10.66

Macro-Averages

0.3127

0.2715

0.4291

10.75

Data Practice Categories

F

P
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In Table 4.6. shows the detail words numbers of seed words, computed keywords and
relevant keywords in the test set.
Table 4.6: Keyword Counts (POSLDA: Semantic Classes w/o Stop Words
Removal)
Sources of Keywords

Number of Keywords

Computed keywords

129

Seed words

74

Relevant words in the test set

76

POSLDA can divide the keywords of each topic into four parts of speech: noun, verb,
adjective and adverb. Here are the four semantic classes obtained on the First Party
Collection /Use:
Table 4.7: Examples (POSLDA: Semantic Classes w/o Stop Words Removal)
Noun

Verb

Adjective

Adverb

site

collect

mobile

automatically

web

provide

similar

personally

sites

address

unique

additionally

cookies

allow

local

properly

device

identify

demographic

usually

service

improve

anonymous

typically

POSLDA is capable of assigning stop words to the related syntactic classes and Table
4.8 show examples for some of the syntactic classes.
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Table 4.8: Examples (POSLDA: Syntactic Classes w/o Stop Words Removal)
Conjunction Determiner

Modal

Pronouns

Wh-words

Numbers

and

there

may

you

when

one

or

the

will

your

which

ten

but

a

can

we

who

ii

either

that

should

our

what

two

both

these

would

us

where

iii

nor

an

might

it

whom

thirteen

neither

all

must

their

whenever

thirty

plus

some

shall

its

whose

four

Detailed computed keywords of each category are shown as below:
Table 4.9: Extracted Keywords (POSLDA: Semantic Classes w/o Stop Words
Removal)
First Party

web,8 site,8 sites,8 cookies,8 device,8 collect,11

Collection/Use

provide,11 address,11 certain,6 mobile,6 social,6
internet,6 other,6 unique,6 automatically,10 personally,10
more,10 also,10 so,10 not,10 most,10

Third Party

party,8 parties,8 cookies,8 share,11 provide,11 third,6

Sharing/Collection

also,10 not,10

User Choice/Control

time,8 advertising,8 browser,8 advertisements,8 ads,8
cookies,8 email,11 opt,11 receive,11 third,6 new,6
relevant,6 unsubscribe,6 other,6 more,10

User Access, Edit and

credit,8 access,8 card,8 request,8 number,8 honda,8

Deletion

account,11 please,11 update,11 national,6 financial,6
social,6 ahfc,6 more,10 personally,10 namely,10

Date Retention

user,8 messages,8 sites,8 friend,8 delete,11 email,11
account,11 retain,11 wireless,6 available,6 mohegan,6
correct,6 longer,6 such,6 first,10 previously,10 so,10
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Data Security

data,8 access,8 security,8 protect,11 is,11 prevent,11
required,11 processing,11 have,11 secure,6
unauthorized,6 legal,6 appropriate,6 physical,6
personally,10 off,10 otherwise,10 well,10

Policy Change

information,8 use,8 services,8 be,11 is,11 are,11 have,11
including,11 personal,6 other,6 such,6 not,10 also,10

Do not Track

track,8 browser,8 respond,8 help,8 technologies,8 do,11
flash,11 tracking,11 disable,11 choose,11 local,6 other,6
similar,6 different,6 currently,10 not,10

International and

children,8 request,8 age,8 health,8 parties,8

Specific Audience

marketing,11 written,11 obtain,11 has,11 do,11 made,11
have,11 third,6 personal,6 not,10 knowingly,10 once,10
here,10

Introductory/Generic

policy,8 privacy,8 com,8 york,11 do,11 updated,11
revised,11 modify,11 is,11 add,11 does,11 new,6 safe,6
effective,6 last,6 here,10 collectively,10 periodically,10

Practice not covered

websites,8 website,8 are,11 united,11 be,11 states,11
operated,11 control,11 noble,6 barnes,6 third,6
automatically,10 sally,10 specifically,10 internally,10

Privacy contact

contact,8 com,8 policy,8 please,11 have,11 send,11

information

receiving,11 interactive,6 future,6 washingtonian,6 legal,6
federal,6 further,6 unsubscribe,6 not,10 always,10

Here are the words overlap summary of seed words, computed keywords and keywords
in the test set.
Table 4.20: Overlap Analysis (POSLDA: Semantic Classes w/o Stop Words
Removal)
Set Operations
𝑐1 ∩ 𝑐3
𝑐1 − 𝑐3
𝑐3 − 𝑐1
𝑐1 ∩ 𝑐2

Resulting Numbers of Words
53
21
23
43
57

𝑐1 − 𝑐2
𝑐2 − 𝑐1
𝑐2 ∩ 𝑐3
𝑐2 − 𝑐3
𝑐3 − 𝑐2
𝑐2 − (𝑐1 ∪ 𝑐3)
(c1 ∪ c2) ∩ c3

31
82
33
92
43
81
58

Results from Nouns Only
In this part, we only focus on nouns. The highest value of F-score is 38.53% when the
ratio of cut off 1 for seed words number = 20%, cut off 2 for numbers of words extracted
= 50%, and cut off 3 for relevant words in the test set = 30%.
Table 4.11: Best Results (POSLDA: Nouns Only w/o Stop Words Removal)

First Party Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection
User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion
Data Retention
Data Security

0.3027

0.3738

Avg number
R
of Extracted
Keywords
0.2560
4.33

0.4318

0.6742

0.3284

8

0.4963

0.5637

0.4511

10.12

0.3897

0.3163

0.5400

10

0.1652
0.5023

0.1790
0.6357

0.1557
0.4417

8.35
6.76

Policy Change
Do Not Track
International and Specific
Audiences
Introductory/Generic
Privacy contact information

0.1000
0.4228

0.0857
0.4457

0.1200
0.4264

7.13
10.18

0.6347

0.6976

0.5866

6.08

0.3496
0.2674

0.3666
0.6416

0.3533
0.1827

6.15
8.08

Practice not covered
Macro-Averages

0.5601
0.3853

0.5966
0.4647

0.5547
0.3663

9.34
7.88

Data Practice Categories

F

P

In Table 5.2. shows the detail words numbers of seed words, computed keywords and
relevant keywords in the test set.
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Table 4.32: Keyword Counts (POSLDA: Nouns only w/o Stop Words Removal)
Source of Keywords

Number of words

Computed keywords

92

Seed words

74

Relevant words in the test set

87

We get the key words of noun parts of speech of each topic as follows:
Table 4.43: Extracted Keywords (POSLDA: Nouns only w/o Stop Words Removal)
First Party Collection/Use

information,8 use,8 services,8 web,8

Third Party

information,8 party,8 parties,8 services,8 use,8 cookies,8

Sharing/Collection

service,8 site,8

User Choice/Control

time,8 advertising,8 browser,8 ads,8 advertisements,8 ad,8
companies,8 cookies,8 s,8 google,8

User Access, Edit and

information,8 credit,8 card,8 name,8 purchase,8 number,8

Deletion

order,8 access,8 payment,8 request,8

Date Retention

user,8 jibjab,8 page,8 beacons,8 password,8 pixel,8 app,8
messages,8

Data Security

information,8 data,8 access,8 security,8 law,8 process,8

Policy Change

privacy,8 policy,8 changes,8 health,8 terms,8 notice,8
disclosures,8

Do not Track

device,8 cookie,8 computer,8 technologies,8 help,8 track,8
browser,8 settings,8 respond,8 use,8

International and Specific

information,8 s,8 children,8 request,8 privacy,8 age,8

Audience
Introductory/Generic

privacy,8 policy,8 com,8 practices,8 medianews,8
company,8

Practice not covered

websites,8 website,8 visit,8 pages,8 ip,8 science,8 type,8
links,8

Privacy contact information

contact,8 com,8 mail,8 questions,8 policy,8 emails,8
messages,8 instructions,8 comments,8
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The word counts summary between different sets are shown as below:
Table 4.54: Overlap Analysis (POSLDA: Nouns only w/o Stop Words Removal)
Set Operations
𝑐1 ∩ 𝑐3
𝑐1 − 𝑐3
𝑐3 − 𝑐1
𝑐1 ∩ 𝑐2
𝑐1 − 𝑐2
𝑐2 − 𝑐1
𝑐2 ∩ 𝑐3
𝑐2 − 𝑐3
𝑐3 − 𝑐2
𝑐2 − (𝑐1 ∪ 𝑐3)
(c1 ∪ c2) ∩ c3

Resulting Numbers of Words
32
42
55
32
42
60
27
65
60
57
35

Since we only focus on the noun category, we can see that the number of computed
keywords dramatically decrease even we open the cut off for computed keywords up to
50%. However, the performance of F-score improves a lot. This means that in some
categories, the majority of key words in test set are nouns. Only extracting nouns is
practical and more accurate in certain categories.

4.4.2 Results with Manually Collected Stop Words Removal
Results from All Semantic Classes
It is found that the F-score reaches the highest value of 29.68% when we take cut off 1
for seed words number = 20%, cut off 2 for numbers of words extracted = 30%, and cut
off 3 for relevant words in the test set = 20%.
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Table 4.65: Best Results (POSLDA: Semantic Classes w/ Manual Stop Words
Removal)
Data Practice Categories
First Party
Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection
User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion
Data Retention
Data Security
Policy Change
Do Not Track
International and Specific
Audiences
Introductory/Generic
Privacy contact
information
Practice not covered
Average FScore/Precision/Recall

F

P

R

Avg number
of Extracted
Keywords

0.3922 0.3608 0.4522

13.12

0.5426 0.6057 0.4950

10.56

0.4375 0.4523 0.4297

10.35

0.3664 0.2881 0.5243

7.43

0.2715
0.4190
0.1924
0.1660

0.3357
0.6350
0.6000
0.2467

7.67
9.50
12.16
9.89

0.2715 0.2106 0.3905

10.48

0.1580 0.0946 0.5000

9.10

0.1675 0.1367 0.2248

8.50

0.3387 0.2583 0.5000

12.35

0.3103 0.2669 0.4445

10.09

0.2347
0.3190
0.1149
0.1276

In Table 5.6. shows the detail words numbers of seed words, computed keywords and
relevant keywords in the test set.
Table 4.76: Keyword Counts (POSLDA: Semantic Classes w/ Manual Stop Words
Removal)
Source of Keywords

Number of words

Computed keywords

116

Seed words

72

Relevant words in the test set

81
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POSLDA can divide the keywords of each topic into four parts of speech: noun, verb,
adjective and adverb. Here are the four parts of speech keywords obtained on the First
Party Collection /Use:
Table 4.87: Examples (POSLDA: Semantic Classes w/ Manual Stop Words
Removal)
noun

verb

adv

adj

information

collect

internet

personally

site

provide

identifiable

automatically

web

address

similar

individually

sites

experience

unique

usually

cookies

identify

demographic

typically

computer

improve

local

additionally

After cutting and merging with cutoff2, we get the keywords of each topic as follows:
Table 4.98: Extracted Keywords (POSLDA: Semantic Classes w/ Manual Stop
Words Removal)
First Party

information,8 site,8 services,8 collect,11 provide,11

Collection/Use

address,11 personal,6 additional,6 internet,6
specific,6 aggregate,6 automatically,10 otherwise,10

Third Party

party,8 parties,8 advertising,8 companies,8 services,8

Sharing/Collection

share,11 provide,11 including,11 third,6 sometimes,10

User Choice/Control

time,8 mail,8 browser,8 messages,8 services,8
email,11 opt,11 third,6 unsubscribe,6 simply,10

User Access, Edit and

information,8 access,8 services,8 account,11

Deletion

profile,11 social,6 directly,10
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Date Retention

information,8 collected,11 delete,11 email,11
account,11 identifiable,6 personally,10

Data Security

information,8 data,8 protect,11 ensure,11 maintain,11
personal,6 secure,6 unauthorized,6 personally,10

Policy Change

privacy,8 policy,8 updated,11 posted,11 revised,11
agree,11 encourage,11 effective,6 subject,6
applicable,6 periodically,10 previously,10

Do not Track

track,8 respond,8 honda,8 requests,8 choose,11
disable,11 apply,11 financial,6 currently,10

International and

information,8 request,8 children,8 please,11

Specific Audience

marketing,11 disclose,11 collect,11 personal,6
knowingly,10 forth,10

Introductory/Generic

policy,8 health,8 information,8 disclose,11 required,11
obtain,11 legal,6 appropriate,6 otherwise,10

Practice not covered

website,8 privacy,8 websites,8 collected,11 using,11
link,11 read,11 apply,11 mobile,6 noble,6
collectively,10 properly,10

Privacy contact

contact,8 privacy,8 please,11 regarding,11 personal,6

information

safe,6 national,6 directly,10

The word counts between different sets are shown as below:
Table 4.109: Overlap Analysis (POSLDA: Semantic Classes w/ Manual Stop
Words Removal)
Set Operations
𝑐1 ∩ 𝑐3
𝑐1 − 𝑐3
𝑐3 − 𝑐1

Resulting Numbers of Words
50
22
31
63

𝑐1 ∩ 𝑐2
𝑐1 − 𝑐2
𝑐2 − 𝑐1
𝑐2 ∩ 𝑐3
𝑐2 − 𝑐3
𝑐3 − 𝑐2
𝑐2 − (𝑐1 ∪ 𝑐3)
(c1 ∪ c2) ∩ c3

35
37
81
30
86
51
75
56

We notice that the F-score performance with manually collected stop words removal are
very close to the F-score without stop words removal. This means POSLDA does not
rely on manual stop words removal. POSLDA has the ability to differentiate stop words
and content words. On the other hand, the manually collected stop words do not fit the
dataset best, we will use the customized stop words removal generated by POSLDA in
the later section.
Results from Nouns Only
The highest value of F-score is 38.49% when the ratio of cut off 1 for seed words
number = 20%, cut off 2 for numbers of words extracted = 50%, and cut off 3 for
relevant words in the test set = 30%.
Table 4.20: Best Results (POSLDA: Nouns Only w/ Manual Stop Words Removal)
Data Practice Categories
First Party Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection
User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion
Data Retention
Data Security
Policy Change
Do Not Track

0.2835

0.3879

Avg number
of Extracted
Keywords
0.2302
7.00

0.4238

0.6574

0.3180

5.67

0.5344

0.6952

0.4444

5.00

0.3170

0.2552

0.4255

7.33

0.1247
0.5310
0.3103
0.3589

0.1292
0.6431
0.2723
0.3589

0.1228
0.4743
0.4111
0.3745

7.33
7.00
3.33
8.33

F

P

64

R

International and Specific
Audiences
Introductory/Generic
Privacy contact
information
Practice not covered
Average FScore/Precision/Recall

0.6514

0.7377

0.5936

6.33

0.2829

0.2888

0.3033

5.00

0.2672

0.4364

0.2000

6.00

0.5334

0.6011

0.5134

5.33

0.3849

0.4553

0.3676

6.13

In Table 6.1. shows the detail words numbers of seed words, computed keywords and
relevant keywords in the test set.
Table 4.21: Keyword Counts (POSLDA: Nouns only w/ Manual Stop Words
Removal)
Source of Keywords

Number of words

Computed keywords

67

Seed words

74

Relevant words in the test set

88

We get the key words of noun part of speech of each topic as follows:
Table 4.22: Extracted Keywords (POSLDA: Nouns only w/ Manual Stop Words
Removal)
First Party

web,8 site,8 sites,8 cookies,8 device,8 computer,8 service,8

Collection/Use

cookie,8

Third Party

party,8 parties,8 share,8 site,8 cookies,8

Sharing/Collection
User Choice/Control

time,8 advertising,8 browser,8 cookies,8

User Access, Edit

access,8 health,8 request,8 disclosures,8 kaleida,8

and Deletion

archives,8

Date Retention

user,8 sites,8 registration,8 public,8 mail,8 inc,8

Data Security

data,8 access,8 security,8 law,8 measures,8 rights,8 credit,8

Policy Change

information,8 services,8 privacy,8
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Do not Track

signals, track,8 respond,8 browser,8 signals,8 settings,8
users,8 dnt,8respond,8 requests,8 dnt,8 browser,8 online,8
track,8 websites,8

International and

children,8 request,8 age,8 parties,8 child,8 california,8

Specific Audience
Introductory/Generic policy,8 com,8 privacy,8 medianews,8 credit,8
Practice not covered

websites,8 website,8 ads,8 ad,8 sites,8 science,8

Privacy contact

contact,8 com,8 policy,8 mail,8

information

The word counts summary between different sets are shown as below:
Table 4.23: Overlap Analysis (POSLDA: Nouns only w/ Manual Stop Words
Removal)
Set Operations
𝑐1 ∩ 𝑐3
𝑐1 − 𝑐3
𝑐3 − 𝑐1
𝑐1 ∩ 𝑐2
𝑐1 − 𝑐2
𝑐2 − 𝑐1
𝑐2 ∩ 𝑐3
𝑐2 − 𝑐3
𝑐3 − 𝑐2
𝑐2 − (𝑐1 ∪ 𝑐3)
(c1 ∪ c2) ∩ c3

Resulting Numbers of Words
33
41
55
38
36
29
31
36
57
26
40

On the F-score side, there is no big difference than the one without stop words removal.
The manually collected stop words does not has a big impact on POSLDA either with all
part-of-speech keywords, or nouns only keywords.
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4.4.3

Results with Customized Stop Words Removal

Results from All Semantic Classes
In order to get the ideal customized stop words, we use two variables to control the stop
words generated by POSLDA. The first is to set the cut off for the accumulative
probability mass of the original stop words getting by POSLDA, and the second is to
intercept the stop words by document frequency. If a word appears in a large number of
documents, it will be regarded as a stop word.
We try a lot of combinations of cut off of stop words and document frequency threshold.
Finally, we get the ideal customized stop words list, and best key words extraction
performance in F-score under the combination of cut off = 80 and df = 20.
The following is the performance of the key word extraction in F-score under different
combination of cut off of stop words and document frequency.
Table 4.24: F-score Performance of different combination of cut off of stop words
and document frequency
cut off of stop words, document frequency threshold

F-score

90%, 30

36.26%

90%, 20

35.17%

85%, 20

36.17%

85%, 15

36.49%

80%, 30

36.01%

80%, 20

37.31%

80%, 15

34.84%
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The customized stop words list (total of 96 words) under the combination of cut off = 80
and df = 20 are showed as below:

a about above across after against all along although among an
and another any as at because before below between both but by
can could during each either etc every except for from how i if
in into it its like may might must my nature no nor of on one or
our outside over reports shall should some than that the their
them there these they this those through to two under unless up
upon url us via we when whenever where whether which while who
whom will with within without would you your yourself

It is found that the F-score reaches the highest value of 37.31% when we take cut off 1
for seed words number = 20%, cut off 2 for numbers of words extracted = 30%, and cut
off 3 for relevant words in the test set = 20%.
Table 4.25: Best Results (POSLDA: Semantic Classes w/ Customized Stop Words
Removal)
Data Practice Categories
First Party Collection/Use
Third Party Sharing/Collection
User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and Deletion
Data Retention
Data Security
Policy Change
Do Not Track
International and Specific
Audiences

0.6424
0.4647
0.4428
0.3852
0.3860
0.4209
0.1092
0.3189

0.5373
0.4857
0.4507
0.3226
0.3243
0.3059
0.0642
0.2351

0.8083
0.4489
0.4478
0.5023
0.4965
0.7057
0.3666
0.5505

Avg number
of Extracted
Keywords
12.16
9.00
12.87
13.66
13.14
13.00
16.78
17.90

0.4430

0.3771

0.5444

10.00

F

P
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R

Introductory/Generic
Privacy contact information
Practice not covered
Average FScore/Precision/Recall

0.1688
0.2527
0.4425

0.1003
0.1934
0.3232

0.5500
0.3682
0.7161

14.12
14.45
14.26

0.3731

0.3100

0.5421

13.45

In Table 6.6. shows the detail words numbers of seed words, computed keywords and
relevant keywords in the test set.
Table 4.26: Keyword Counts (POSLDA: Semantic Classes w/ Customized Stop
Words Removal)
Source of Keywords

Number of words

Computed keywords

157

Seed words

80

Relevant words in the test set

85

POSLDA can divide the keywords of each topic into four parts of speech: noun, verb,
adjective and adverb. Here are the four parts of speech keywords obtained on the First
Party Collection /Use:
Table 4.27: Examples (POSLDA: Semantic Classes w/ Customized Stop Words
Removal)
noun

verb

adv

adj

site

collect

mobile

automatically

web

provide

unique

uniquely

sites

address

similar

previously

use

experience

many

usually

cookies

search

clear

anonymously

device

enable

anonymous

passively

After cutting and merging with cutoff2, we get the keywords of each topic as follows:
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Table 4.28: Extracted Keywords (POSLDA: Semantic Classes w/ Customized Stop
Words Removal)
First Party

web,8 cookies,8 service,8 collect,11 provide,11 certain,6 site,8

Collection/Use

sites,8 also,10 mobile,6 internet,6 unique,6

Third Party

information,8 third,6 provided,11 provide,11 marketing,11 services,8

Sharing/Collection

including,11 personally,10 collected,11

User Choice/Control

opt,11 relevant,6 ads,8 third,6 advertisements,8 however,10
communications,8 advertising,8 time,8 new,6 email,11 browser,8

User Access, Edit

profile,11 information,8 account,11 financial,6 name,8 personal,6

and Deletion

social,6 please,11 submit,11 access,8 credit,8 personally,10 card,8

Date Retention

account,11 related,6 always,10 send,11 offers,11 unsubscribe,6
user,8 address,11 mail,8 receiving,11 email,11 special,6 first,10

Data Security

information,8 protect,11 united,11 necessary,6 secure,6
unauthorized,6 required,11 legal,6 access,8 states,11 never,10
data,8 otherwise,10

Policy Change

updated,11 modify,11 carefully,10 using,11 made,11 effective,6
privacy,8 always,10 make,11 responsible,6 applicable,6 written,11
reasonable,6 time,8 policy,8 otherwise,10

Do not Track

respond,8 activities,8 responsible,6 searchable,6 track,8 aware,6
control,11 participate,11 disclose,11 publicly,10 make,11 currently,10
available,6 signals,8 choose,11 public,8 browser,8

International and

made,11 third,6 personal,6 please,11 age,8 request,8 california,8

Specific Audience

marketing,11 knowingly,10 children,8

Introductory/Generic policy,8 co,11 privacy,8 transfer,11 applies,11 transferred,11
collectively,10 york,11 directly,10 social,6 collected,11 new,6 com,8
subject,6
Practice not covered

website,8 noble,6 search,11 set,11 links,8 third,6 barnes,6 flash,11
websites,8 stored,11 disable,11 directly,10 usually,10 properly,10

Privacy contact

regarding,11 federal,6 respectively,10 safe,6 please,11 correct,6

information

contact,8 want,11 policy,8 follow,11 future,6 com,8 abroad,10 first,10
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The word counts between different sets are shown as below:
Table 4.29: Overlap Analysis (POSLDA: Semantic Classes w/ Customized Stop
Words Removal)
Set Operations
𝑐1 ∩ 𝑐3
𝑐1 − 𝑐3
𝑐3 − 𝑐1
𝑐1 ∩ 𝑐2
𝑐1 − 𝑐2
𝑐2 − 𝑐1
𝑐2 ∩ 𝑐3
𝑐2 − 𝑐3
𝑐3 − 𝑐2
𝑐2 − (𝑐1 ∪ 𝑐3)
(c1 ∪ c2) ∩ c3

Resulting Numbers of Words
57
23
28
52
28
105
38
119
47
103
59

In Table 4.29, the overlap between the seed words c1 and the testing keywords c3 is 57
higher than 53 in baseline results, which is 71.25% of c1 and 67.06% of c3, indicating
both the training and testing subsets are still too small to coverage the representative
keywords adequately.
Between the seed words c1 and the extracted keywords c2, the overlap is 52 which is
higher than the 43 in baseline and difference of c1 – c2 is 28 which is lower than 31 in
baseline results. This implies that the modelling process of guided POSLDA with the
post processing of removing customized stop words can capture more seed words than
guided LDA.

Results from Nouns Only
Now we only focus on the noun category. The highest value of F-score is 40.59% when
the ratio of cut off 1 for seed words number = 20%, cut off 2 for numbers of words
extracted = 50%, and cut off 3 for relevant words in the test set = 30%.
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Table 4.30: Best Results (POSLDA: Nouns Only w/ Customized Stop Words
Removal)
Data Practice Categories
First Party Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection
User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion
Data Retention
Data Security
Policy Change
Do Not Track
International and Specific
Audiences
Introductory/Generic
Privacy contact information
Practice not covered
Average FScore/Precision/Recall

Avg number
of Extracted
Keywords
0.3824 0.4430 0.3414
8.00
F

P

R

0.4140 0.6700 0.3048

6.12

0.5239 0.6987 0.4325

7.00

0.3950 0.3485 0.4783

6.47

0.2063
0.4559
0.5071
0.1623

0.1887
0.3837
0.6500
0.1570

5.00
4.13
4.25
5.63

0.7597 0.8428 0.6956

7.16

0.1915 0.1900 0.2066
0.3434 0.6333 0.2406
0.5288 0.5790 0.5227

4.28
4.00
7.19

0.4059 0.4918 0.3835

5.77

0.2501
0.5800
0.4833
0.1830

In Table 7.1. shows the detail words numbers of seed words, computed keywords and
relevant keywords in the test set.
Table 4.31: Keyword Counts (POSLDA: Nouns only w/ Customized Stop Words
Removal)
Source of Keywords

Number of words

Computed keywords

67

Seed words

77

Relevant words in the test set

111

We get the key words of noun parts of speech of each topic as follows:
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Table 4.32: Extracted Keywords (POSLDA: Nouns only w/ Customized Stop
Words Removal)
First Party

cookies,8 site,8 device,8 web,8 use,8 service,8

Collection/Use

visit,8 sites,8

Third Party

parties,8 services,8 party,8 use,8 service,8 share,8

Sharing/Collection
User Choice/Control

cookies,8 messages,8 choices,8 communications,8
advertising,8 time,8 browser,8

User Access, Edit

request,8 list,8 access,8 contact,8 mail,8 com,8

and Deletion
Date Retention

user,8 child,8 jibjab,8 sites,8 microsoft,8

Data Security

data,8 access,8 credit,8 security,8

Policy Change

privacy,8 time,8 policy,8 changes,8

Do not Track

web,8 services,8 information,8 use,8 respond,8

International and

california,8 request,8 law,8 children,8 kaleida,8

Specific Audience

age,8 health,8

Introductory/Generic honda,8 policy,8 privacy,8 com,8
Practice not covered

website,8 websites,8 privacy,8 content,8

Privacy contact

coordinator,8 questions,8 privacy,8 practices,8

information

contact,8 com,8 policy,8

The word counts between different sets are shown as below:
Table 4.33: Overlap Analysis (POSLDA: Nouns only w/ Customized Stop Words
Removal)
Set Operations
𝑐1 ∩ 𝑐3
𝑐1 − 𝑐3
𝑐3 − 𝑐1
𝑐1 ∩ 𝑐2
𝑐1 − 𝑐2
𝑐2 − 𝑐1
𝑐2 ∩ 𝑐3
𝑐2 − 𝑐3

Resulting Numbers of Words
40
37
71
41
36
26
39
28
73

𝑐3 − 𝑐2
𝑐2 − (𝑐1 ∪ 𝑐3)
(c1 ∪ c2) ∩ c3

72
20
45

The highlights in table 4.33 is the overlap between c2 and c3 is 39 which is higher than
35 in baseline, also higher than 31 in the nouns only results of guided POSLDA with the
processing of removing manually collected stop words. This means most related
keywords are nouns and post processing of removing customized stop words is more
effective in capturing keywords than removing manually collected stop words.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
Conclusions
In this thesis, we conducted the comparative study of applying probabilistic models to
the keyword extraction of privacy policy analysis. First, we use Guided LDA as our
baseline to extract keywords in privacy policies. We achieved the best F-score 36.50%
with 20% cutoff for selecting the seed words from the training data, 30% cutoff for
choosing keywords from the modelling results, and 20% cutoff for choosing keywords
for evaluation from the test data.
We then applied the Guided POSLDA for the keyword extraction by merging the results
from all the semantic classes and using the nouns only, respectively. Since POSLDA is
capable of separating the syntactic classes from the semantic classes, we achieved the
best F-score 38.53% with 20% cutoff for selecting the seed words from the training
data, 50% cutoff for choosing keywords from the modelling results, and 30% cutoff for
choosing keywords for evaluation from the test data, using the results from the nouns
only and without further removal of stop words.
Finally, by using the customized stop words extracted from the Guided POSLDA
modelling process, we are able to achieve the best F-scores of 37.31% for merging
keywords from all semantic classes and 40.59% for using the keywords from the nouns
only.
Thus, through our comparable study, we have demonstrated that Guide POSLDA is
effective for extracting keywords using the results from nouns only, and when combined
with the removal of customized stop words for post-processing, we can further improve
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the performance for keyword extraction for both merging the keywords from all semantic
classes and using the nouns only. For the keywords extracted by the Guide POSLDA,
we know both their data practice categories and POS tags, and based on such
information, we can perform the coverage analysis of the privacy policies by computing
the related distributions based on the extracted keywords.

Future Work
Although we have achieved better results with Guided POSLDA for the keyword
extraction of privacy policies, some future work could be done for potential
improvements:
1) The corpus used in this paper is OPP-115 dataset including 115 privacy policies from
the Internet, and the labeled data is the category annotation of these privacy policies.
However, the accuracy of the label control is not enough. Because the human
annotation is just based on segment level. There is the situation that some words in
the segment are that relevant to the category the segment belongs to. It is better to
do the annotation at the word level.
2) One of the key methods of this paper is using seed words to guide the modelling
process. The choice of seed words is of great importance. In this paper, the selection
of seed words is based on the human annotation and be further cut off by accumulative
probability mass. The greater the probability, the more important the seed word is. To
a certain extent, this scheme is feasible. The most frequent words in the corpus
corresponding to each topic are seed words. This idea is not a problem. But it will also
bring some deviation. Because this idea is based on an important assumption that
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words that appear infrequently are not key words. In reality, this hypothesis has a
certain degree of deviation. Sometimes some words that can express the important
ideas of the theme do not appear frequently. There may be two reasons: one is that
the scope of the corpus is limited; the other is that the frequency of some important
words is not high. Therefore, using this method to delineate the seed words of each
topic will inevitably lead to certain deviation. The seed vocabulary can be expanded
by the combination of the above statistical scheme and the manual scheme.
3) We use the OPP-115 dataset in this paper, because we can make use to the human
annotation in the dataset. However, the dataset is quite small, we can see this point
from the number of words overlap between the computed keywords and the seed
words. In future work, we could add more data practices into the modelling process
either in LDA or POSLDA. So that we can get more complete keywords and more
meaningful keywords from the algorithm.
4) We introduce seed words into LDA Algorithm and POSLDA algorithm to guide the
operation of the algorithm. In LDA Algorithm, the core vocabulary of each topic is
introduced, that is, these words are classified into the corresponding topic in advance
to guide the operation of the algorithm. The POSLDA algorithm introduces not only
the words of each topic, but also the parts of speech of each topic. Whether LDA or
POSLDA algorithm introduces seed words is deterministic. That is, the word is either
a seed word of a subject or not. Once a word is included in the seed vocabulary of a
topic, its importance is consistent with other seed words of the topic. Obviously, there
are some problems. For example, even if 20 seed words are selected for a topic, the
importance of these 20 seed words is not the same. If we ignore this importance, it
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may lead to the deviation of finding other words by these seed words. Because the
keywords found may be expanded by those less important keywords. Therefore, in
order to further improve the effect of the algorithm, we should not only introduce the
seed words of each topic, but also introduce the importance of these seed words. The
importance can be expressed by a value between 0 and 1. The greater the value, the
stronger the importance. Through this method, we can give more guidance to the
process, and make the algorithm more supervised.
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APPENDIX A
Full Set of Baseline Results
For a full set of baseline results with fixed 20% cutoff for selecting the seed words from
the training data, cutoff ranging from 20% to 60% from the test data and the cutoff
ranging from 10% to 90% from the modelling results
Table A.1. Results for 20% of the Test Data
20%

30%

40%

50%

0.2

0.43296703

0.55462807

0.43781535

0.31962315

0.17575758

0.42100122

0.56169935

0.65355536

0.51931236

User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion

0.30252137

0.51217349

0.57554874

0.52851304

0.38243221

0.06888889

0.22715396

0.23262876

0.20344317

0.13760782

Data Retention

0.05212121

0.17517372

0.21023288

0.26123385

0.22343329

Data Security

0.14047619

0.43956192

0.55847936

0.34504071

0.20183112

Policy Change

0.14222222

0.47068783

0.46407407

0.31140918

0.19077376

0.1478836

0.35044788

0.30161854

0.23189638

0.17761934

0

0.28989381

0.49076528

0.43832697

0.29205034

Introductory/Generic

0.12349207

0.22148148

0.24125331

0.15327386

0.08435143

Privacy contact information

0.02962963

0.07420302

0.12707123

0.12584963

0.13438797

Practice not covered
Average FScore/Precision/Recall

0.28888889

0.36463352

0.06280265

0.05213009

0.05923027

0.13932347

0.33161491

0.36506685

0.31187397

0.22688776

60%

70%

80%

90%

0.2251568

0.15949085

0.10359748

0.05928514

0.34847659

0.21281797

0.12738963

0.07114854

User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion

0.26775143

0.18340646

0.11726298

0.06619972

0.08640498

0.05790991

0.03485318

0.01926421

Data Retention

0.15895866

0.10881207

0.06877801

0.03774542

Data Security

0.12647212

0.07974995

0.04949935

0.02737704

Policy Change

0.11194297

0.06680927

0.0381532

0.01955534

Do Not Track

0.13923606

0.10603406

0.06834762

0.03838627

CutoffPoint / F-score
First Party Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection

Do Not Track
International and Specific
Audiences

CutoffPoint / F-score
First Party Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection

10%

82

International and Specific
Audiences
Introductory/Generic
Privacy contact information
Practice not covered
Average FScore/Precision/Recall

0.16633228

0.10213856

0.05745358

0.03151449

0.0525124

0.03251962

0.02039463

0.00964291

0.10676661

0.07719805

0.04924092

0.02721302

0.0476032

0.02959599

0.01919003

0.01125971

0.15313451

0.10137356

0.06284672

0.03488265

Table A.2. Results for 30% of the Test Data
10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

0.07781955

0.11976912

0.18798135

0.26189595

0.30544866

0

0.14150198

0.242

0.36220774

0.43011583

0.09665072

0.29859022

0.5138381

0.58396361

0.45797753

0.03333333

0.22968864

0.21513557

0.22381606

0.19742657

0.05210084

0.0968254

0.11027344

0.17165221

0.16237656

0.12223515

0.24696742

0.41928431

0.49243279

0.40134806

0.05

0.18636364

0.27080808

0.31967056

0.22732876

0.14854701

0.33487837

0.36121463

0.27490384

0.25209565

0

0.21103175

0.39083506

0.4660631

0.3851708

0.04444444

0.08214286

0.16719577

0.1254512

0.07003466

0

0.03405797

0.11563218

0.14323714

0.14862027

0.16525253

0.16456876

0.1

0.04057239

0.08960147

0.0658653

0.17886551

0.25784987

0.28882222

0.26062874

60%

70%

80%

90%

First Party Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection

0.30300351

0.23739582

0.16903887

0.10007205

0.37801272

0.29333363

0.18877437

0.11053338

User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion

0.35215454

0.25229418

0.16379589

0.09772469

0.13577826

0.10322398

0.07227357

0.04032411

Data Retention

0.14037205

0.11064937

0.07620454

0.04432853

Data Security

0.28508204

0.19474055

0.13028393

0.07491252

Policy Change

0.13424501

0.0806682

0.0461065

0.02382158

Do Not Track
International and Specific
Audiences

0.20741701

0.14943416

0.09554357

0.05315003

0.27739429

0.17560279

0.10858168

0.05994177

CutoffPoint / F-score
First Party Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection
User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion
Data Retention
Data Security
Policy Change
Do Not Track
International and Specific
Audiences
Introductory/Generic
Privacy contact information
Practice not covered
Average FScore/Precision/Recall
CutoffPoint / F-score
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Introductory/Generic

0.04726567

0.03040989

0.02066386

0.0107

Privacy contact information

0.12352202

0.08456623

0.05545785

0.03343066

Practice not covered
Average FScore/Precision/Recall

0.07194489

0.04533643

0.0322809

0.01765099

0.20468267

0.14647127

0.09658379

0.05554919

Table A.4. Results for 40% of the Test Data
CutoffPoint / F-score

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

First Party Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection

0.01081081

0.02

0.08298131

0.24204056

0.2838534

0

0.04916892

0.11618087

0.15181907

0.33938176

User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion

0.01428571

0.18241627

0.36062484

0.51082398

0.52701692

0

0.0977193

0.0951106

0.13288462

0.14403849

Data Retention

0.01428571

0.04720085

0.07744143

0.1026433

0.12779423

Data Security

0.03028571

0.09867982

0.22321267

0.4130518

0.44455411

0

0

0.16067227

0.28398744

0.253076

0.12370574

0.27391288

0.34956943

0.37675728

0.33717062

0.02352941

0.16829574

0.32144004

0.41301033

0.46241385

0

0

0.04352941

0.04870968

0.05578272

Privacy contact information

0.01818182

0.04785107

0.13453249

0.14381973

0.11673375

Practice not covered
Average FScore/Precision/Recall

0.04327485

0.04861751

0.06511267

0.046055

0.09244039

0.02319665

0.0861552

0.16920067

0.23880023

0.26535469

Policy Change
Do Not Track
International and Specific
Audiences
Introductory/Generic

60%

70%

80%

90%

First Party Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection
User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion

0.35536063

0.33191993

0.29056759

0.19893798

0.33495802

0.34258864

0.27862683

0.1831262

0.45000117
0.10857878

0.41268055
0.10724205

0.30257218
0.10963576

0.19587064
0.07276274

Data Retention
Data Security

0.12448714

0.11180741

0.0904674

0.06438355

0.43650528

0.38539957

0.28474922

0.17427896

Policy Change

0.32672981

0.30542595

0.19846689

0.1078092

Do Not Track
International and Specific
Audiences
Introductory/Generic

0.29092274

0.22548773

0.15632009

0.09376178

0.44473961

0.33807441

0.23315687

0.13765958

0.07395877
0.13641962

0.05529529
0.12613626

0.04687451
0.10030008

0.02700171
0.06628779

0.2019691

0.15941955

0.11050634

0.06706547

CutoffPoint / F-score

Privacy contact information
Practice not covered
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Average FScore/Precision/Recall

0.27371922

0.24178978

0.18352031

0.11574547

Table A.5. Results for 50% of the Test Data
CutoffPoint / F-score
First Party Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection
User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion
Data Retention
Data Security
Policy Change
Do Not Track
International and Specific
Audiences
Introductory/Generic
Privacy contact information
Practice not covered
Average FScore/Precision/Recall

0
0

20%
0.00689655
0.00727273

30%
0.03243999
0.0277072

40%
0.18367595
0.05852251

50%
0.29152786
0.19133601

0.00851064
0

0.08590652
0.02222222

0.17349532
0.0195122

0.31504395
0.0411637

0.42573031
0.07798529

0
0
0
0.05512545
0.016

0.0173913
0.04618311
0
0.18326521
0.06647735

0.02493847
0.13140045
0.12187088
0.2628026
0.1823053

0.07428179
0.3178912
0.25200381
0.39352782
0.27437596

0.09725
0.39441989
0.26750052
0.35352665
0.41761048

0
0.02424242
0
0.00865654

0
0.03730263
0.02714932
0.04167225

0.05136476
0.08424637
0.06065551
0.09772825

0.06470193
0.10239875
0.0798195
0.17978391

0.07703408
0.10445681
0.14135509
0.23664442

60%

70%

80%

90%

First Party Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection

0.35536063

0.33191993

0.29056759

0.19893798

0.33495802

0.34258864

0.27862683

0.1831262

User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion

0.45000117

0.41268055

0.30257218

0.19587064

0.10857878

0.10724205

0.10963576

0.07276274

Data Retention

0.12448714

0.11180741

0.0904674

0.06438355

Data Security

0.43650528

0.38539957

0.28474922

0.17427896

Policy Change

0.32672981

0.30542595

0.19846689

0.1078092

Do Not Track
International and Specific
Audiences

0.29092274

0.22548773

0.15632009

0.09376178

0.44473961

0.33807441

0.23315687

0.13765958

Introductory/Generic

0.07395877

0.05529529

0.04687451

0.02700171

Privacy contact information

0.13641962

0.12613626

0.10030008

0.06628779

0.2019691

0.15941955

0.11050634

0.06706547

0.27371922

0.24178978

0.18352031

0.11574547

CutoffPoint / F-score

Practice not covered
Average FScore/Precision/Recall

10%

Table A.6. Results for 60% of the Test Data
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CutoffPoint / F-score
First Party Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection
User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion
Data Retention
Data Security
Policy Change
Do Not Track
International and Specific
Audiences
Introductory/Generic
Privacy contact information
Practice not covered
Average FScore/Precision/Recall

CutoffPoint / F-score
First Party Collection/Use
Third Party
Sharing/Collection
User Choice/Control
User Access, Edit and
Deletion
Data Retention
Data Security
Policy Change
Do Not Track
International and Specific
Audiences
Introductory/Generic
Privacy contact information
Practice not covered
Average FScore/Precision/Recall

10%
0
0

20%
0
0

30%
0.00837719
0

40%
0.11190215
0.0119377

50%
0.20041957
0.0590293

0.005
0

0.03979942
0.00555556

0.08445054
0.01116495

0.16178598
0.01952305

0.29939511
0.05965922

0
0
0
0.03484574
0

0.01818182
0.02533808
0
0.10737326
0.02601147

0.0115257
0.08605513
0.04573902
0.18396131
0.09214345

0.06016934
0.24324232
0.11740637
0.35390044
0.15688802

0.08795498
0.37463547
0.17453435
0.35289026
0.26940188

0.00689655
0.00833333
0
0.00458964

0.00615385
0.01509434
0.02759441
0.02259185

0.03163706
0.02813691
0.06705767
0.05418741

0.04397757
0.06746494
0.08044409
0.1190535

0.07156287
0.079683
0.113909
0.17858958

60%

70%

80%

90%

0.31127697

0.33597947

0.34726819

0.27754269

0.1956092

0.32997796

0.35295549

0.26893805

0.40121167

0.44538156

0.39502178

0.27665979

0.12221619

0.13983399

0.14869196

0.10658269

0.11418924

0.12396073

0.11604519

0.09946598

0.48325174

0.49119797

0.40168573

0.2605109

0.31039461

0.36637842

0.30784795

0.18703799

0.30135881

0.25027547

0.18589858

0.1216404

0.37852055

0.40766411

0.33971703

0.22656292

0.09538914

0.09613902

0.08869877

0.06353972

0.11292332

0.1243641

0.10925794

0.07814797

0.19365147

0.17852239

0.13451175

0.08284566

0.25166608

0.2741396

0.2439667

0.17078956
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